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Abstract 

Climate change driven by the burning of fossil fuels is having negative impacts on 

marine ecosystems at global scales. An understanding of how marine fishes respond to 

this process is critical in order to implement management strategies that will ensure the 

future sustainability and resilience of fisheries on which billions of people depend on 

for food. Because growth rates determine fisheries productivity and yield, identifying 

the link between growth patterns and climate phenomena is a key element of this task. 

Analysis of the growth chronologies held within the otoliths of fishes offers a means to 

achieve this aim. To date, most chronologies have been developed for fishes from the 

Northern Hemisphere and from temperate waters. However, fishes from the tropics 

provide an important source of protein for almost one billion people, mostly in 

developing countries. Moreover, many of the habitats in which these species live (e.g. 

estuaries and coral reefs) are fragile and vulnerable to other anthropogenic impacts 

including pollution and eutrophication. Hence, there is a pressing need to determine 

how tropical fishes respond to climate change and growth chronologies hold promise in 

this area. In this thesis, I focused on the task of developing and analysing growth 

chronologies from the otoliths of tropical fishes in order to detect links between patterns 

of growth and climate from local to large spatial scales.  

In Chapter 2, I used dendrochronology techniques to develop a growth chronology for 

both the adult and juvenile life history stages of the tropical snapper Lutjanus 

argentimaculatus in Western Australia. This analysis compared the response to climate 

change of two life history stages of a species with ontogenetic habitat shifts. I found a 

strong correlation between the growth of adults and a measure of the El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO), whereas juvenile growth was correlated with rainfall. These 

divergent patterns suggest that there is a within-region and within-species ontogenetic 

component to climate change responses. In order to determine how the effects of 

climate change might vary across a species’ range, in Chapter 3 I compared the drivers 

of growth of the adults of two widely-separated populations of another common 

snapper, Lutjanus bohar. Although large-scale climate indices were again found to be 

important for both populations at similar latitudes, different aspects of this signal 

influenced the growth of adults in their respective regions (north-west Australia and the 

Great Barrier Reef). This implies that sampling must encompass a broad portion of a 

species range if analyses using biochronologies are to identify key variables underlying 
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responses to climate change. In Chapter 4, I then examined the influence of large-scale 

climate phenomenon on taxa across both marine and terrestrial ecosystems. I did this by 

combining and comparing growth chronologies developed from fishes, corals and trees 

on the tropical coast of Western Australia. These analyses showed that the growth 

patterns of these diverse groups responded in a synchronous manner to the ENSO 

signal, implying that climate change alterations to ENSO will simultaneously affect 

species in terrestrial and marine environments. Finally, I investigated the extent to 

which growth patterns of both tropical and temperate fishes were driven by large-scale 

climate signals, by comparing the otolith growth chronologies of six species that ranged 

along 2300 km of the coastline of Western Australia. This analysis showed a 

simultaneous and extensive effect of the Leeuwin Current and ENSO signal on the 

growth of five of the six species. My study also identified a previously unsuspected 

correlation of the growth of one species with the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and for the 

remaining five species a relationship with the Leeuwin Current, which is strongly 

associated with the western Pacific warm pool.  

Combined, these analyses demonstrated that the ENSO signal had a far-reaching 

influence on growth patterns of marine fishes across most of the coastline of Western 

Australia, and also on benthic organisms and trees in this region. Thus, climate change 

that alters the strength or frequency of El Niño and La Niña events, which are tightly 

linked to the flow of the Leeuwin Current, is likely to have simultaneous and immediate 

impacts on the growth, and potentially resilience of populations of fishes on this coast. 
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Chapter 1 General introduction 

This thesis describes the relationship between climate and growth of tropical fishes 

along the coast of Australia over decadal time scales. Annual growth of fishes was 

inferred from growth chronologies that were constructed from otoliths. These 

biochronologies were used as proxies to allow the variation in somatic growth of fishes 

to be compared to variability in climate and oceanography at annual scales. 

Anthropogenic climate change is having a clear and growing impact on our world with 

effects of this process expressed across ecosystems of all continents and oceans. The 

concentration of atmospheric greenhouse gases (particularly carbon dioxide) are now 

more than double the level compared to those at any point in the last 800,000 years and 

the rate of climate warming since the 1950s, both in the atmosphere and oceans, is 

unparalleled over recent centuries and even millennia (IPCC 2014). In addition, sea 

levels and ocean acidity are rising, with a concurrent loss of glaciers, polar ice sheets 

and snow cover (IPCC 2014). How these elements of climate change will impact the 

biology and ecology of oceans is thus a critical issue. However, most studies of the 

impacts of climate change have focussed on terrestrial environments (Walther et al. 

2002; Parmesan and Yohe 2003; Rosenzweig et al. 2008). Changes to the ecology and 

functioning of marine ecosystems are less well understood, largely due to the difficulty 

of obtaining data from oceans and the lack of long-term studies (Hoegh-Guldberg and 

Bruno 2010; Richardson et al. 2012).  

In this introductory chapter, I provide background information on the importance of 

understanding the effects of climate change on marine fishes in the tropics and show 

how otoliths are a useful tool for this task, given their ability to record inter-annual 

patterns of fish growth. I then describe a new technique to validate inter-annual growth 

chronologies derived from otoliths and outline the rationale of the choice of study 

species and study sites. This introduction thus forms the basis for the specific aims and 

structure of the thesis. 



Chapter 1: General introduction 

2 

1.1 Effects of climate change on marine ecosystems 

The ocean covers 71% of our planet’s surface and plays a major role in regulating 

Earth’s climate. The oceans have also been a major sink for rising atmospheric heat and 

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno 2010).The increased 

ocean temperatures and acidification that have resulted from these anthropogenic 

processes have major consequences for all biological components of marine 

ecosystems, whether at levels of individuals, populations or communities (Roessig et al. 

2004; Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno 2010). Although studies in marine environments are 

limited in number relative to research in terrestrial systems, they have documented 

ocean warming (IPCC 2014), acidification (Orr et al. 2005; Doney et al. 2009), 

increases in the amount of heat storage (Levitus et al. 2009) and changes in salinities 

(Wong et al. 1999; Durack and Wijffels 2010). These changes can, in turn drive other 

indirect impacts. For example, changes in the heat content of the oceans cause shifts in 

temperature stratification that in turn affects primary productivity (Hoegh-Guldberg and 

Bruno 2010). Increased heat content may also result in decreased oxygen concentrations 

(Matear and Hirst 2003; Diaz and Rosenberg 2008; Keeling et al. 2010), alterations to 

ocean circulation (Hayward 1997; Marshall et al. 2014) and drive sea level rise 

(Vermeer and Rahmstorf 2009; Nicholls et al. 2011). Hence, there is a clear need to 

understand how these direct and indirect effects of climate change will influence the 

ecology of marine ecosystems. 

Significant progress has been made over the past two decades towards understanding 

and predicting the responses of fishes to climate change (Rijnsdorp et al. 2009; Pörtner 

and Peck 2010; Cheung et al. 2012b). Because fish are ectotherms, much of this 

assessment of the potential impacts of climate changes on fish has focused on 

physiological changes at the individual level in relation to thermal and aerobic 

tolerances (e.g. Pörtner and Peck 2010). Other studies have investigated population or 

community level dynamics such as changes in timing of spawning (Sims et al. 2004), 

recruitment (Asch 2015), food availability (Edwards and Richardson 2004) and 

distribution shifts (Perry et al. 2005; Dulvy et al. 2008; Cheung et al. 2015). However, 

these studies have been overwhelmingly conducted in the temperate regions of the 

Northern Hemisphere, where major industrial and commercial fisheries are located 

(Roessig et al. 2004; Pörtner and Peck 2010). Much less is understood of how 

individuals and populations of fish respond to climate change in the tropics (Munday et 

al. 2012). 
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1.2  Coral reef fish and climate change 

Fishes in coral reef ecosystems, primarily in the tropics, are considered to be vulnerable 

to climate change because of direct physiological responses (Munday et al. 2012). For 

example, reduced aerobic capacity associated with warming temperatures has been 

demonstrated for some coral reef fishes (Nilsson et al. 2009; Rummer et al. 2014), 

leading to declines in somatic growth (Munday et al. 2008a) and reproductive 

performance (Donelson et al. 2010). Metabolic performance has also been shown to be 

reduced for fishes of both lower and higher trophic levels due to warming temperatures 

(Johansen and Jones 2011; Johansen et al. 2015). Similarly, elevated levels of dissolved 

carbon dioxide in the water column have been linked to reduced aerobic capacity in 

coral reef fishes (Munday et al. 2009b). Increased levels of carbon dioxide have also 

resulted in changes in olfactory-mediated behaviour of settlement-stage larvae (Dixson 

et al. 2010) and auditory preferences of juvenile coral reef fish (Simpson et al. 2011). 

Such changes in behaviour have in turn been linked to reduced recruitment and 

increased mortality of these juveniles (Munday et al. 2010). Finally, warming 

temperatures and ocean acidification can lead to the loss of structurally complex 

habitats (coral reefs; Rogers et al. 2014), which can also negatively affect fish 

populations (Pratchett et al. 2008).  

Most coral reef fishes have complex life cycles and some species undergo ontogenetic 

shifts in habitats, where larvae occur in the pelagic environment, juveniles settle in 

nearshore nursery areas and adults tend to move to offshore reefs. Hence, the multiple 

direct and indirect impacts of climate change are likely to vary over the different life 

history stages and will have important consequences on population dynamics. The 

majority of studies of climate change on coral reef fishes have tended to focus on 

individual-level effects, particularly on the early life history stages such as larvae. 

Several experiments have examined how elevated temperatures will affect the growth of 

tropical fish larvae and newly settled recruits (McCormick and Molony 1995; Meekan 

et al. 2003; Green and Fisher 2004; Sponaugle et al. 2006). However, less research has 

focused on adult fishes (Munday et al. 2008b), with the exception of a study on the 

adult damselfish Acanthochromis polyacanthus (Munday et al. 2008a). These studies 

have revealed that temperature affects the growth of larvae at specific stages and the 

short-term growth of adults on monthly time scales. However, it remains unknown how 

subsequent stages of tropical fishes will respond to climate variations at longer time 

scales (inter-annual and inter-decadal). 
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1.3 Importance of fish and fisheries 

Recent estimates indicate that marine fisheries catches peaked at 130 million tonnes in 

1996 and have since been declining (Pauly and Zeller 2016). This decline is of 

considerable global concern given that an estimated 4.3 billion people depend on fish 

for at least 15% of their protein intake (FAO 2014), and 10-12% of the world’s 

population, predominantly in Asia, depends on fisheries and aquaculture as their source 

of income (FAO 2014). Fish is also one of the most traded food commodities in the 

world, with fisheries exports reported to be worth more than US $136 billion in 2013, 

more than half of which occurs in developing economies (FAO 2014) that encompass 

the majority of tropical fisheries (Andrew et al. 2007). Consequently, these fisheries 

contribute significantly to foreign currency earnings, employment, food security and 

nutrition in many developing nations. The latter two contributions are especially 

important because subsistence fishing provides the primary source of animal protein for 

developing countries in the tropics (Green et al. 2009) and the human population in this 

region is expected to increase by about 2 billion by the year 2030 (McManus 1997; 

Cohen 2006). Hence, sustainability of fisheries in the tropics is a critical issue for these 

populations.  

1.4 Otoliths as recorders of growth 

Fish ear stones, or otoliths, are calcified paired structures found within the skull case of 

fishes. Otoliths form growth increments at both daily and annual intervals, providing an 

accurate estimate of age of a fish. In combination with body size, maturity and sex data,  

otoliths have been used in fisheries management for over a century, providing insights 

into the fundamental life history characteristics of fishes (Green et al. 2009). This 

combination of age, length and sex data can be used to calculate sex-specific growth 

rates of the population, estimate survival, mortality and age-specific recruitment 

(Campana and Thorrold 2001; Fowler 2009). Growth, in particular, is important 

because it affects the size-dependent survival of juveniles (Sogard 1997) and 

reproductive success of adults (Donelson et al. 2008), which ultimately affects the 

productivity of fisheries (Polunin 1996; Dutil and Brander 2003; Anderson et al. 2008). 

Records of growth and elemental composition embedded within otoliths have also been 

used to assess size-selective mortality for population dynamics (Sinclair et al. 2002), 

determine length of pelagic larval duration (Pastén et al. 2003), identify species 

(Campana 2004), distinguish separate populations (Secor et al. 2002) and to reconstruct 
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migration patterns in diadromous fishes (Tsukamoto and Arai 2001). However, the 

application of otolith analyses to tropical species has lagged behind that of temperate 

species for two main reasons: first, the misconception that reliable increments would not 

be produced in the otoliths of tropical fish (Panella 1974); and second, the limited 

research capabilities and hence research effort in many tropical (often developing) 

countries (Fowler 2009). Indeed, while studies of the otoliths of temperate fishes began 

in the late 19th century, application of this technique to tropical fishes largely 

commenced around the mid-1990s (Fowler 2009). Otolith studies have revealed the 

population dynamics and life histories of tropical fish, in particular, their longevity. For 

example, many tropical fishes are known to have maximum ages beyond 30 years, as 

demonstrated in a study on 10 species of acanthurid fishes (Choat and Axe 1996). Even 

small Stegastes damselfishes are known to reach ages above 20 years (Meekan et al. 

2001). The longevity of tropical fish has significant implications for the sustainability 

and resilience of fisheries, because long-lived species are typically more vulnerable to 

over-exploitation than fast-growing and shorter lived fishes (Musick 1999; Reynolds et 

al. 2001). 

Measurements of increment widths within otoliths have been used to infer individual 

somatic growth rates for fishes on both a daily and annual basis, which is possible 

because of the proportional relationship between the growth of the otolith and the 

growth of the fish (e.g. Molony and Choat 1990; Rowell et al. 2008; Neuheimer et al. 

2011; Stocks et al. 2011; Black et al. 2013). Examples of such studies have investigated 

growth rates of juvenile fish in the southwest Pacific (Thresher et al. 2007) and how 

temperature influences varying growth rates in multiple populations of temperate fish in 

the Southern Hemisphere (Neuheimer et al. 2011). Similar approaches relating growth 

increments to calendar dates and/or age have been successfully applied to other aquatic 

taxa such as coral (De'ath et al. 2009) and mussels (Kendall et al. 2010). The biological 

data (e.g. growth, environmental and physiological records) stored across time in fish, 

corals and molluscs are known as ‘biochronologies’ (Morrongiello et al. 2012). These 

potentially long-term records of several years to decades and occasionally centuries, 

contribute to the understanding of how individuals and populations have responded 

historically to the integration of multiple natural and anthropogenic factors that drive 

the growth patterns that are recorded in these calcified structures. 
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1.5 Emergence of biochronology techniques 

Over the last two decades, a new analysis of increment widths within otoliths of fish 

(Black et al. 2005), mollusc shells (Marchitto et al. 2000) and coral cores (Hendy et al. 

2003) has emerged as a way of assessing long-term changes and biological responses in 

marine environments. This technique has applied the analytical methods largely 

developed from dendrochronology (the study of tree rings) to biochronologies in marine 

and freshwater organisms. Dendrochronology techniques to assess past environmental 

conditions and to age trees were developed in the early 1900s and have mainly been 

used to reconstruct records of historical climate change (e.g. in Australia see Cullen and 

Grierson 2007; O'Donnell et al. 2015) or identify extreme events such as fires and 

droughts from tree rings (Fritts and Swetnam 1989). Such studies are possible because 

of the use of crossdating, a procedure that was originally applied to tree rings to assign 

the correct calendar year by cross-matching growth patterns among multiple samples, 

based on the assumption that the broader environment induces synchronous and time-

specific growth patterns in trees (Fritts 1971). Because of similarities in the annual 

growth patterns of tree rings and otoliths, crossdating was successfully applied to the 

otolith increments of the long-lived rockfish Sebastes diploproa, which enabled the 

accurate dating of each annual increment for age validation purposes (Black et al. 

2005). Since this innovative study, the crossdating technique has been used to clarify 

relationships between climate and growth of fish from the Gulf of Mexico and the 

Bering Sea in the Northern Hemisphere (Black et al. 2008; Matta et al. 2010; Black et 

al. 2011). 

Crossdating has also been successfully applied to the growth increments of mollusc 

shells (Helama et al. 2006). Thus it is now possible to explore  and compare the 

responses of multiple taxa across marine (fish and mollusc) and terrestrial (tree) 

ecosystems (Black 2009); the few studies that have attempted this to date have focussed 

on the reconstruction of historical climate records (Black et al. 2009; Black et al. 2014). 

Studies employing the use of crossdating on adult fish in the Southern Hemisphere only 

began within the last four years and all have focused on temperate fishes (Gillanders et 

al. 2012; Coulson et al. 2014; Rountrey et al. 2014; Nguyen et al. 2015). These studies 

have revealed that water temperature is a strong driver of variations in the otolith 

chronologies for most of these species. In parallel with the rise of the use of crossdating 

techniques on temperate fishes in the Southern Hemisphere, biochronologies have also 

been developed using non-detrended increment widths in mixed effects models 
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(Doubleday et al. 2015; Gillanders et al. 2015; see Morrongiello and Thresher 2015 for 

detailed information on using mixed effects models). This method is useful because it 

enables short-lived species to be analysed, which is one of the limitations of crossdating 

(Weisberg et al. 2010; Morrongiello et al. 2011; Morrongiello and Thresher 2015). 

1.6 Tropical lutjanids as model species 

Lutjanid fishes, commonly known as snappers, are found in tropical environments 

world-wide, typically in reef habitats (Carpenter and Niem 2001). Many species of 

lutjanids such as Lutjanus johnii and Lutjanus argentimaculatus are highly valued for 

commercial fisheries and mariculture in Southeast Asia (e.g. Kiso and Mahyam 2003; 

Emata 2003 respectively), whereas Lutjanus fulviflamma is a species of major 

commercial importance in southern Japan (Shimose and Tachihara 2005) and Tanzania 

(Kamukuru et al. 2005). Similarly, Lutjanus guttatus (Amezcua et al. 2006) and 

Lutjanus campechanus (Wilson and Nieland 2001) are targets of fisheries in Mexico 

and several other lutjanids are valuable components of commercial and recreational 

fisheries in Australia (Newman et al. 2000). Lutjanids are generally long-lived, with 

maximum ages of around 30 years for many species, such as Lutjanus griseus (Fischer 

et al. 2005), L. johnii (Cappo et al. 2013) and Lutjanus erythropterus (Newman et al. 

2000), with two species, L. campechanus and Lutjanus bohar, having reported 

maximum ages of around 55 years (Baker and Wilson 2001; Marriott and Mapstone 

2006 respectively). These relatively long life spans mean that the otoliths of these 

lutjanid fishes likely contain multi-decadal records of growth, making them good 

candidates for biochronology studies. 

The commercial importance of many lutjanid species, their long life spans and their 

inclination to form aggregations (Hobson 1975; Newman and Williams 2001) have led 

to concerns about the vulnerability of lutjanids to fisheries over-exploitation (e.g. 

Kamukuru et al. 2005; Amezcua et al. 2006; Marriott et al. 2007; Heupel et al. 2010; 

Newman et al. 2010). Hence, several studies have focused on an analysis of the 

demographic characteristics of these species to help determine appropriate management 

strategies (e.g. Wilson and Nieland 2001; Grandcourt et al. 2006; Heupel et al. 2010; 

Yamada 2010). However, less research has focused on the effects of climate change on 

the ecology and demographic characteristics of lutjanids. Commercial exploitation can 

lead to reductions in demographic traits and geographic diversity of populations and 

subsequently, increases in sensitivity of these populations to climate change (Brander 
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2007). To date, only one study has applied dendrochronology techniques to the otoliths 

of lutjanids (L. campechanus and L. griseus) to examine their climate-growth 

relationships in the Gulf of Mexico (Black et al. 2011). Similar studies are lacking for 

other lutjanids and for tropical fish in general. 

Many lutjanids tend to have complex life history cycles with ontogenetic changes in 

habitat. Some examples include L. argentimaculatus (Russell et al. 2003;Elliott et al. 

2007), L. bohar (Marriott et al. 2007), L. erythropterus and Lutjanus malabaricus 

(Newman and Williams 1996). Ontogenetic migrations and the wide distributions of 

tropical lutjanids imply that the effects of climate change may vary over different life 

history stages and populations that inhabit different ocean basins. 

1.7 Aims 

The overall objective of this thesis is to describe climate-growth relationships for 

tropical and commercially important fish in the Southern Hemisphere. Specifically, I 

seek to: 

1. Determine the usefulness of dendrochronology techniques for examining the 

environmental drivers of the growth of the otoliths throughout the life history of 

a tropical lutjanid, L. argentimaculatus; 

2. Investigate intra-species variations in growth by comparing biochronologies for 

two different populations of the tropical lutjanid, L. bohar; 

3. Determine cross-taxa similarities in the growth responses of fishes, corals and 

trees across marine and terrestrial ecosystems in relation to large-scale climate 

influences; and 

4. Compare the importance of climatic drivers on the growth chronologies of fishes 

spanning both tropical and temperate marine environments. 

My research focusses on the marine environment along the coastline of Western 

Australia, which is an ideal system to explore the historic impacts of climate change on 

tropical lutjanids. Sea surface temperatures along the coastline have been consistently 

warming since 1950 at a rate faster than the global average (Pearce and Feng 2007). 

Furthermore, surface temperatures along the tropical north-west coast are predicted to 

increase by more than 2 °C by the year 2055 (Cheung et al. 2012a). Considerable 

distribution shifts are also expected to occur in the eastern Indian Ocean, with an 

increase in dominance of warmer-water species in temperate regions (Cheung et al. 
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2012a). The recruitment and settlement of marine organisms in Western Australia have 

also been strongly linked to variations in El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) that 

subsequently drive changes in current flows (Caputi et al. 1996; Feng et al. 2009). 

Extreme changes in ENSO have also led to massive fish kills in the region, due to 

abnormally high water temperatures, as documented in the summer of 2011 (Feng et al. 

2013; Wernberg et al. 2013). Hence, climate changes in this region are likely to have 

major influences on tropical lutjanids. Importantly, large-scale fisheries projects on 

tropical lutjanids have been conducted in this region, resulting in a substantial archive 

of lutjanid otoliths at the Western Australia Department of Fisheries (e.g. Newman and 

Dunk 2003; Pember et al. 2005; Cappo et al. 2013). Long-term growth chronologies of 

corals (Cooper et al. 2012) and trees (O'Donnell et al. 2015) have also been developed 

for the north-west region of Australia, providing an opportunity to investigate 

similarities in these responses across diverse taxa and ecosystems. To allow cross-

population comparisons, I also included the otoliths of L. bohar, which were collected 

from north-east Queensland (Marriott and Mapstone 2006) at similar latitudes to those 

collected in the north-west of Western Australia.  

1.8 Thesis outline 

In this thesis, I identify the links between growth patterns and climate by using 

accurately dated and annually-resolved growth chronologies of fishes. In Chapter 2, I 

describe and apply dendrochronology techniques to develop a high-resolution (annual) 

growth chronology across two different life history stages (juvenile and adult) of a 

tropical snapper L. argentimaculatus from north-west Australia. The usefulness of this 

approach in obtaining precise and accurate growth data are assessed and the growth data 

are then analysed with climate data to examine and compare how climate influences 

juvenile and adult life history stages. I hypothesized that because the juveniles and 

adults of L. argentimaculatus inhabit different environments (estuaries and mangroves 

versus offshore reefs), the climatic drivers of growth would differ between these life 

history stages (Figure 1.1). 

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, I apply the technique developed in Chapter 2 and further expand 

this approach across populations, taxa and ecosystems at progressively larger spatial 

scales (Figure 1.2). In Chapter 3, I compare the varying effects of climate change across 

two separated populations of L. bohar on the east and west coasts of Australia. I tested 

the hypothesis that the two populations will show differences in the key drivers of 
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growth because of the varying influences of climate and hence the oceanographic 

environments to which they are exposed (Figure 1.1). 

The synchrony of large-scale climate phenomenon across taxa from both the marine and 

terrestrial ecosystems is examined in Chapter 4. Growth chronologies of two marine 

fishes, a coral and a tree from north-west Australia are analysed to test the hypothesis 

that the growth patterns of these diverse groups are similar because of the far-reaching 

influences of climate change (Figure 1.1).  

In Chapter 5, I explore the synchronous impact of climate change on fishes across the 

entire Western Australia coastline, encompassing tropical, transitional and temperate 

environments. The degree to which the effects of climate change acts simultaneously 

over a broad spatial scale (3000 km of coastline) is tested using the growth chronologies 

of six species of marine fishes across a range of depths, thermal limits and trophic levels 

(Figure 1.1).  

The main findings of my thesis are synthesized and discussed in Chapter 6. I consider 

the suitability and benefits of dendrochronology techniques for the construction of 

highly accurate and annually resolved growth chronologies from the otoliths of tropical 

fishes, and how these can be applied to improve our understanding and thus 

management of the impacts of climate changes on vulnerable populations of fishes. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic representation of the four data chapters and the relevant hypotheses 

in those chapters. 

 

Figure 1.2 Schematic representation of the spatial scales of the thesis data chapters. 
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Chapter 2 Contrasting environmental 

drivers of adult and juvenile 

growth 

2.1 Abstract 

Many marine fishes have life history strategies that involve ontogenetic changes in the 

use of coastal habitats. Such ontogenetic shifts may place these species at particular risk 

from climate change, because the successive environments they inhabit can differ in the 

type, frequency and severity of changes related to global warming. I used a 

dendrochronology approach to examine the physical and biological drivers of growth of 

adult and juvenile mangrove jack (Lutjanus argentimaculatus) from tropical north-

western Australia. Juveniles of this species inhabit estuarine environments and adults 

reside on coastal reefs. The Niño-4 index, a measure of the status of the El Niño-

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) had the highest correlation with adult growth 

chronologies, with La Niña years (characterised by warmer temperatures and lower 

salinities) having positive impacts on growth. Atmospheric and oceanographic 

phenomena operating at ocean-basin scales seem to be important correlates of the 

processes driving growth in local coastal habitats. Conversely, terrestrial factors 

influencing precipitation and river runoff were positively correlated with the growth of 

juveniles in estuaries. These results show that the impacts of climate change on these 

two life history stages are likely to be different, with implications for resilience and 

management of populations. 

2.2 Introduction 

Many fishes of high commercial value have life history strategies in which successive 

ontogenetic stages occupy different habitats. Changes in habitat can be relatively minor, 

such as the transition from inshore to deeper offshore waters in Atlantic herring (Clupea 

harengus; Whitehead 1984) and cod (Gadus morhua; Cohen et al. 1990), or more 

extreme as observed in European seabass (Dicentrarchus labrax) and giant trevally 

(Caranx ignobilis), where juveniles are found in estuarine nurseries, while adults are 

found in fully marine habitats offshore (Elliott et al. 2007). Perhaps the most extreme 

examples of habitat change between ontogenetic stages are shown by species that are 

catadromous (e.g. barramundi, Lates calcarifer) and anadromous (e.g. chinook salmon, 
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Oncorhynchus tshawytscha). In the case of the former, adults are found in brackish or 

freshwater habitats while larvae and juveniles occupy marine habitats. In the latter, 

larvae and juveniles are found in freshwater and the adults reside offshore (Elliott et al. 

2007).       

Species that undergo ontogenetic shifts of habitat are thought to do so to avoid predators 

and/or to improve foraging, so that there is a selective balance between minimizing 

mortality risk and maximising energy gains (Sutherland 1996). However, marine 

habitats are changing due to anthropogenic processes such as global warming and ocean 

acidification. The need to occupy a range of habitats during each life history stage could 

make such species particularly vulnerable to increased climate variability, because 

impacts could differ in type, frequency and severity in any of the successive habitats 

they occupy. For example, sea-level rise and associated intrusions of salt water could 

reduce the area of estuarine nursery habitats (Drinkwater et al. 2010) used by juveniles 

of many species. Estuarine waters are also expected to undergo accelerated warming 

because of their small size and shallow depths (Gillanders et al. 2011). Additionally, 

changes in rainfall and terrestrial run-off patterns may alter freshwater inputs, changing 

salinities and the stratification of the water column (Gillanders et al. 2011). These in 

turn could lead to reduced water quality and hyper-saline conditions. In coastal waters, 

sea surface temperatures are rising and patterns of current flow are changing. Although 

warmer sea surface temperatures are likely to increase the growth rates of fishes living 

at sub-optimal temperatures (Rountrey et al. 2014), for individuals and species living 

closer to thermal optima, warmer waters might decrease growth rates (Neuheimer et al. 

2011) and cause range shifts and contractions (Cheung et al. 2012a).   

At present, what is known of the likely response to climate change by many marine 

fishes tends to be based on observations of the adult life history stage (Munday et al. 

2008b, but see Thresher et al. 2007 for an exception). Given that the consequences of 

climate change may vary among habitats, obligate ontogenetic shifts in habitat may 

make some species more vulnerable than others that are largely sedentary, complicating 

predictions of species responses. Alternatively, migrant fish may be in better conditions 

than sedentary fish, as found in a recent study on estuarine black bream, Acanthopagrus 

butcheri, in South Australia (Gillanders et al. 2015). For this reason, studies are required 

that assess the key physical and environmental drivers of growth at different life history 

stages of marine fishes that undergo ontogenetic habitat shifts. This issue is of particular 

concern in the tropics where fish assemblages in estuarine and shelf waters provide the 
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major source of protein for more than 600 million people in Asia (Stobutzki et al. 2006) 

and more than 200 million people in Africa (Béné and Heck 2005), most of whom live 

in developing countries. There are numerous examples of tropical species that spawn at 

sea and enter estuaries as juveniles, including mangrove jack (Lutjanus 

argentimaculatus), giant trevally (C. ignobilis), milkfish (Chanos chanos) and large-

scale mullet (Chelon macrolepis; Elliott et al. 2007). Such species are central to tropical 

fisheries, largely because major population centres tend to be clustered on the coasts 

that surround estuarine habitats. 

Here, I examine the impacts of past environmental variation on different life history 

stages of L. argentimaculatus as a means of assessing likely consequences of future 

climate change. This species has a juvenile stage that occurs in mangroves, estuaries 

and some freshwater habitats that are heavily influenced by ephemeral processes such as 

river runoff and rainfall. In contrast, adults are found on tropical coastal and offshore 

reefs, a more stable environment affected by oceanic factors. The physical and 

biological processes within these different environments are expected to affect 

individual fish via both physiological and ecological mechanisms that in turn, affect 

their growth. Hence, I hypothesize that, in the warmer months of January to March (the 

summer growing season), juvenile growth is likely to respond to factors that affect the 

productivity of estuarine systems such as rainfall, whereas adult growth will respond to 

factors that affect the productivity of coastal ecosystems such as sea surface temperature 

(SST) and sea surface salinity (SSS). Both juvenile and adult growth are also likely to 

be linked with large-scale climatic indices such as the Niño-4 index that affects SST 

along the shelf of Western Australia (Feng et al. 2013; Zinke et al. 2014) and the Pacific 

Decadal Oscillation (PDO), which is associated with precipitation (Mantua and Hare 

2002). 

I used a dendrochronology approach to generate records of growth for both the juvenile 

and adult stages of L. argentimaculatus collected from north-west (NW) Australia. 

These records were obtained from otoliths (fish ear stones), which contain annual 

growth increments. Otolith growth and somatic growth are tightly linked, thus, time 

series of annual growth can be assembled using otolith increment measurements 

(Casselman 1990; Black et al. 2013). I generated a master growth chronology based on 

records from a sample of individuals and tested for relationships with the physical 

oceanographic and atmospheric variables outlined above. These analyses enabled the 

identification of important drivers of growth for each life history stage. The results were 
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then evaluated with respect to the susceptibility of this species to predicted patterns of 

climate change in both adult and juvenile habitats. 

2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Study species 

Lutjanus argentimaculatus is long-lived, with some individuals exceeding 50 years of 

age (Pember et al. 2005). It is a prized target of commercial, artisanal and recreational 

fisheries throughout its range, which includes much of the tropical Indian Ocean and 

western Pacific. In Western Australia, estimated recreational catches of this species 

were approximately 2.7 tonnes (Ryan et al. 2013) and commercial catches were 

approximately 13 tonnes in 2011–2012 (Fletcher and Santoro 2012). Individuals exhibit 

negative exponential growth rates early in ontogeny, with lengths of around 400 and 

550 mm attained in 5 and 10 years respectively (Pember et al. 2005), and an observed 

maximum length of around 800 mm from the sample collection. Juveniles have been 

shown to inhabit estuaries and mangroves, before moving offshore at around 7 years old 

(Pember et al. 2005). 

2.3.2 Study site 

The tropical NW coast of Australia is characterised by a large tidal range, a high 

frequency of cyclones, and warm, oligotrophic surface waters. These low salinity waters 

largely emanate from the Indonesian through-flow, which connects waters in the 

western Pacific to the Indian Ocean (Meyers 1996). The NW coast consists of numerous 

small barrier and fringing reefs in shallow water (Lough 1998). In this region, the 

maximum rainfall occurs in summer, coinciding with the highest rate of tropical cyclone 

occurrence. About 30 river basins drain into the NW coast, however, the majority of the 

river flows enter the coastal waters north of ~18°S (Lough 1998). River flow in the 

north-west has been reported by Lough (1998) to be more variable compared to river 

flow on the east coast and across Australian rivers in general. Estuaries on the NW coast 

are small and shallow compared to global standards (Gillanders et al. 2011), so are 

likely to have variable environments heavily influenced by terrestrial inputs such as 

river flows. 
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2.3.3 Sample collection 

Archived otolith collections of L. argentimaculatus were obtained from the Department 

of Fisheries (Government of Western Australia). These had been collected from the 

Pilbara and Kimberley regions of NW Australia from commercial catches (fish trawls 

and fish traps) and recreational line catches, supplemented with research sampling using 

fish traps between 1996 and 2005 (Pember et al. 2005). Adult fish were caught from 

offshore reefs across the continental shelf of NW Australia (Figure 2.1). The sagittal 

otoliths of each fish were removed, cleaned and stored to dry in paper envelopes. One 

sagittal otolith from each fish was embedded in epoxy resin and sectioned transversely 

through the primordium in a direction perpendicular to the sulcus acusticus, using a low 

speed saw with a diamond tipped blade (Buehler, United States of America, USA). 

Sagittal otolith sections were cut into two or three 150-300 μm thick sections near the 

core of the otolith to enhance interpretation. These sections were cleaned and mounted 

on glass slides using DePeX mounting medium (Pember et al. 2005). 

The formation of annual increments in the otoliths of L. argentimaculatus has been 

validated using marginal increment analysis by a number of studies (Russell et al. 2003; 

Pember et al. 2005). Each increment within the otolith consists of translucent and 

adjacent opaque zones with the latter completed between October and November each 

year (Pember et al. 2005). The spawning season takes place between September and 

December each year (Pember et al. 2005), and growth is assumed to occur during the 

warm summer months of January to March for both juveniles and adults. Only otoliths 

from fish at least 23 years old (to ensure sufficient years for chronology development) 

with clear increments (to increase accuracy) were selected for image analysis (n = 36), 

with 3 fish discarded due to poor clarity. The selection of otoliths with clear increments 

may lead to a possibility of sample bias, however the importance of being able to 

correctly identify each increment and accurately assign calendar years was essential to 

the study. Selected fish were collected over the years 1996–2005, with most collected in 

2003 and 2004. The ages of fish ranged from 24–52 years with an average of 37 years. 

The samples had a standard length range of 428–700 mm with an average of 558 mm. 

2.3.4 Image analysis 

Multiple sections of the same otolith were examined under a dissecting microscope to 

assess the clarity of growth increments and the best section was used for increment 

measurements. The region next to the sulcus on the dorsal side of each otolith was 
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imaged using an Olympus IX81 inverted microscope (Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, 

Japan) with a ProScan II motorised stage (Prior Scientific, Japan). Multiple images were 

captured in brightfield (transmitted light) using a Nikon Digital Sight DS-2Mv colour 

camera (Nikon, Japan) with a 10x objective (Olympus UPlan 10x 0.3NA dry objective) 

and stitched using NIS-Elements AR software (version 3.22 & 4.13, Nikon, Japan). This 

region of the otolith was chosen because it was consistently the clearest region for 

annual increments (Figure 2.2a). Increment widths were measured using a plugin 

“IncMeas” (Rountrey 2009) written for the image analysis software, Image J (version 

1.48, National Institutes of Health, USA). Three transects parallel to the direction of 

growth were drawn on each image montage. The outer edge of the opaque zone of each 

increment was marked along each transect (Figure 2.2b). Increment widths were 

measured and recorded along with the inferred calendar year of formation, obtained by 

working backwards from the year of capture and taking into consideration the 

approximate timing of completion of each increment. This was part of the visual 

crossdating process, which assumes that the environment induces synchronous, time-

specific growth patterns that can be matched among individuals. Beginning with the 

clearest otolith sections in which all increments were easily identified, conspicuously 

narrow or wide increments were noted (referred to as signature years that should be 

synchronous among samples) and used to ensure the correct assignment of calendar 

years to increments (Black et al. 2005). 
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Figure 2.1 Map of sampling sites of Lutjanus argentimaculatus in north-west Australia.  

Fish were captured from various offshore sampling areas by research trapping, commercial 

trapping or commercial fish trawls from 1996 to 2005. Points on the map show general 

locations of capture.  

2.3.5 Otolith chronology development 

I used the program COFECHA, from the International Tree-Ring Data Bank Program 

Library to assist with statistical crossdating (Black et al. 2005). Otolith increment series 

from three transects per fish (obtained from Image J measurements) were loaded in 

COFECHA and detrended to remove ontogenetic trends while retaining high frequency 

variation. A spline rigidity parameter of 22 years was used, following the methods of 

Black et al. (2005). Measurements were standardized by dividing by the spline fit, and 

then the correlation between each standardized series and the average of all other 

standardized series was calculated to allow assessment of series alignment. Samples 

with low correlations were visually inspected for potential errors in increment boundary 

placements (e.g. missed marking a year due to a faint opaque zone), and any obvious 

errors were corrected. 

For chronology development, I followed Black et al. (2013) in using a method similar to 

regional curve standardization, which is used in tree-ring research to remove 

ontogenetic trends while preserving low frequency variations in ring width. Increment 
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widths were aligned by fish age and the mean increment width at each age was 

calculated. Each series was then divided by the mean-by-age series to obtain 

standardized values. Multiple standardized series belonging to the same fish were 

averaged before inclusion in the chronology. 

Standardized measurements were classified as either “adult” or “juvenile” years and two 

chronologies were created to allow the detection of different drivers of growth in the 

two phases. The adult chronology was constructed with all 36 fish using increments 

formed after age 7, based on an estimated age of 7 years for sexual maturity for more 

than 50% of L. argentimaculatus caught in Western Australia (Pember et al. 2005). 

Only years in the chronology with a sample depth of at least 20 fish were retained so 

that variation would be more likely to reflect synchronous growth patterns among 

individuals, rather than being strongly affected by variation in growth of only one or 

two fish. Standardized series of increment width measurements of adults from the 

selected years were averaged to create a single chronology representative of adult fish. 

The juvenile chronology was constructed using data from age 1 to 9 since more than 

90% of L. argentimaculatus caught in Western Australia are mature by 9 years of age 

(Pember et al. 2005). Additionally, this produced more series overlap and a longer 

chronology than if 7 years had been used. A minimum sample depth of 20 fish was not 

possible for the juvenile dataset, hence the longest continuous sequence of years in 

which sample depth exceeded 10 fish was selected, resulting in a sample size of 30 fish. 

The quality of the chronology was assessed using the mean of pairwise series 

correlations (�̅�), an estimate of fractional common variance, as well as expressed 

population signal (EPS), a measure of how well the chronology represented the 

theoretical population chronology (Wigley et al. 1984), using the package “dplR” (Bunn 

2008) in R software (R Core Team 2015). 
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Figure 2.2 Photomicrographs of the dorsal side of a L. argentimaculatus otolith section. 

(a) Dorsal section of the otolith was chosen for consistently clear annual increments; (b) close 

up image of the same otolith with a transect line and increments labelled with corresponding 

calendar years. 
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2.3.6 Correlations with environmental parameters 

Pearson’s correlations and the linear models relating otolith chronologies to a number of 

environmental factors were calculated using R software (R Core Team 2015). 

Assumptions of normality, homoscedasticity and independence were verified for all 

linear models and Durbin-Watson tests were used to check for any autocorrelation of 

residuals. Five environmental factors were used in the analysis, with only January to 

March values retained to coincide with the growing season for fish. Hence, a total of 15 

variables were considered, three months (January, February and March) for each of the 

five factors. These five environmental factors were large-scale climate indices such as 

the Niño-4 index (Rayner et al. 2003), based on SST anomalies over the central Pacific 

using HadISST1; Pacific Decadal Oscillation index (PDO; Kennedy et al. 2011), based 

on SST anomalies over the North Pacific using HadSST3; as well as regional 

environmental variables including SST (Rayner et al. 2003); sea surface salinity (SSS; 

Ingleby and Huddleston 2007) and rainfall (Bureau of Meteorology, Australian 

Government). Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was used to deal with collinearity 

between the Niño-4 index, SSS and PDO over the period 1975–2003. Nine 

environmental variables (January, February and March values for each of the three 

collinear factors) were put into the PCA. Ocean heat content (incorporating temperature 

and salinity from 0–750 m depth) from the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA) 

reanalysis of ocean climate variability (Carton and Giese 2008) was used to examine the 

interactions of temperature and salinity on the growth of adults. All data were obtained 

from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) Climate Explorer (Trouet 

and Van Oldenborgh 2013), a web application for climate data (http://climexp.knmi.nl), 

unless otherwise stated. Regional data were obtained from an area covering the latitudes 

23°S to 14°S and longitudes 113°E to 127°E, which includes the Pilbara and Kimberley 

regions of NW Australia (Figure 2.1). 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Chronology development for adults and juveniles 

The chronology derived from the 36 adult fish covered the period from 1975 to 2003, a 

29-year series (Figure 2.3). Measurements from at least 20 fish contributed to each year 

value, with more than 28 fish contributing to the period between 1979–2002 and all fish 

(n = 36) contributing to the years 1988–1995. Even though the common variance among 

individuals was low (�̅� = 0.153 with s.e. = 0.016), the sample depth was sufficient to 
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show statistically significant, positive �̅� for all periods from 1975 to 2003, suggesting 

that there were clear, synchronous growth patterns for these fish in that period. The 

averaged expressed population signal (EPS) for the same period was 0.84, indicating 

that the adult chronology well-represented the theoretical population chronology. In 

most of our samples, the signature years of 1989–1990 had conspicuously wide 

increments, while the years 1991–1992 had conspicuously narrow increments. As the 

juvenile chronology only included increment width data from age one to nine, the series 

were too short to obtain robust �̅� values, however a continuous 14-year series (1965–

1978; Figure 2.3) with a sample depth of at least 10 fish contributing to each year was 

selected for analysis with environmental parameters.
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Figure 2.3 Raw increment width time series, detrended and final chronologies used from the otoliths of L. argentimaculatus. (a) Raw increment widths of 

adults and (b) juveniles; (c) detrended and final chronologies with standard error bars of adults and (d) juveniles.
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2.4.2 Relationships between chronologies and environmental 

drivers 

Correlations were calculated between 15 variables (January, February and March values 

for each of the five environmental factors) and both the adult and juvenile chronologies 

across the relevant time periods. Following the approach of Black et al. (2011) we 

reduced the level of significance from p < 0.05 to p < 0.03 to account for multiple 

comparisons. 

The growth chronology of adult L. argentimaculatus over the period 1975–2003 was 

negatively correlated with the Niño-4 index, SSS and PDO (Figure 2.4a) and positively 

correlated with rainfall in March (see Table 2.1 for results of all comparisons with 

environmental variables). Because of collinearity among the Niño-4 index, SSS and 

PDO, these variables were combined in a principal components analysis. The first 

principal component (PC1) explained 60% of the total variation and the second (PC2) 

18%. All variables had similar positive loadings on PC1 (range 0.310–0.357) and there 

was a negative correlation between the adult chronology and PC1 (Figure 2.5a). A 

linear regression model that related PC1 to the adult chronology was significant (p < 

0.001) with an adjusted R
2
 = 0.424 (Figure 2.5b). As there was a significant correlation 

between the adult chronology and rainfall in March (Table 2.1), this environmental 

variable was fourth root transformed (due to the range of data) and included in the linear 

model. However, the resulting model was not significant (p = 0.391). Strong positive 

correlations between the adult chronology and ocean heat content were identified in the 

map of spatial correlations, notably in the areas of the western Pacific warm pool, in 

eastern Indonesian Seas and along the coast of NW Australia (Figure 2.6).  

The juvenile chronology was significantly (p < 0.03) and negatively correlated with 

PDO in February (Figure 2.4b, Figure 2.5c, Figure 2.5d) and there was a weaker 

positive correlation with rainfall in the same month that was marginally non-significant 

(p=0.037; Figure 2.4b, Figure 2.5e, Figure 2.5f). These two environmental variables 

were not collinear (r = -0.096, p = 0.745), so both were included in a linear model with 

the juvenile chronology. Although rainfall in February was marginally non-significant 

in the correlation analyses (Figure 2.4b), the addition of this variable greatly improved 

the strength of the significant (p = 0.010) linear model (adjusted R
2
 = 0.490 compared to 

R
2
 = 0.318 without rainfall in February; Figure 2.5d). A schematic diagram shows the 

results of the most highly correlated environmental variables with both life history 

stages of L. argentimaculatus (Figure 2.7).
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Table 2.1 Correlation coefficients and p-values of adult and juvenile Lutjanus 

argentimaculatus with all 15 environmental variables. The adult chronology and relevant 

environmental values were from 1975–2003 while the juvenile chronology and relevant 

environmental values were from 1965–1978. Pearson’s correlation coefficients (R) were 

calculated and a reduced level of significant (p < 0.03) was used to account for multiple 

comparisons. Niño-4 = Niño-4 index, PDO = Pacific Decadal Oscillation, SSS = sea surface 

salinity, SST = sea surface temperature.  

Life stage Variable Month R p-values 

Adult Niño-4 January -0.723 0.000009 

Adult Niño-4 Febuary -0.716 0.00001 

Adult Niño-4 March -0.659 0.0001 

Adult SSS January -0.406 0.029 

Adult SSS Febuary -0.389 0.037 

Adult SSS March -0.465 0.011 

Adult PDO January -0.364 0.052 

Adult PDO Febuary -0.438 0.017 

Adult PDO March -0.445 0.016 

Adult Rainfall January 0.072 0.710 

Adult Rainfall Febuary -0.106 0.585 

Adult Rainfall March 0.435 0.018 

Adult SST January 0.201 0.296 

Adult SST Febuary 0.245 0.200 

Adult SST March 0.114 0.557 

Juvenile Niño-4 January 0.000 0.999 

Juvenile Niño-4 Febuary 0.034 0.908 

Juvenile Niño-4 March -0.026 0.930 

Juvenile SSS January 0.072 0.807 

Juvenile SSS Febuary 0.174 0.552 

Juvenile SSS March 0.103 0.727 

Juvenile PDO January -0.506 0.065 

Juvenile PDO Febuary -0.609 0.021 

Juvenile PDO March -0.530 0.051 

Juvenile Rainfall January 0.135 0.645 

Juvenile Rainfall Febuary 0.560 0.037 

Juvenile Rainfall March -0.059 0.841 

Juvenile SST January 0.425 0.129 

Juvenile SST Febuary 0.457 0.101 

Juvenile SST March 0.298 0.301 
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Figure 2.4 Pearson's correlation coefficients between L. argentimaculatus chronologies and 

January to March values of significantly correlated environmental variables. (a) Adult 

chronology from 1975–2003 with the Niño-4 index (Niño-4), sea surface salinity (SSS) and 

Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and (b) juvenile chronology from 1965–1978 with PDO and 

rainfall. Asterisks represent p-values of the Pearson’s correlation test, with p < 0.01 (***), p < 

0.03 (**) and p < 0.04 (*)
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Figure 2.5 Relationships between L. argentimaculatus chronologies and environmental variables included in linear models. (a) Adult chronology from 

1975–20032 plotted with Principal Component  1 (PC1), which accounted for 60% of the variation for January to March values of the Niño-4 (Niño-4), sea 

surface salinity (SSS) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO); (b) regression plot of adult chronology with PC1; (c) juvenile chronology from 1965–1978 with 

February PDO index; (d) regression plot of juvenile chronology with February PDO index; (e) juvenile chronology from 1965–1978 with February rainfall (mm 

month
-1

); and (f) regression plot of juvenile chronology with fourth root transformed February rainfall values.
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Figure 2.6 Map of spatial correlations of adult L. argentimaculatus chronology with ocean 

heat content. January ocean heat content (0–750 m depth) was correlated with the adult 

chronology from 1975–2003. Warmer colours indicate positive correlations, cooler colours 

indicate negative correlations. 

 

Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram showing the environmental drivers that strongly influence 

the juvenile and adult life history stages of L. argentimaculatus. 
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2.5 Discussion 

Our study is the first to develop crossdated growth chronologies from the otoliths of 

both adult and juvenile stages of a tropical coastal fish. Although fractional common 

variance (�̅�) was low for the adult chronology, we found significant environmental 

drivers of otolith growth.  The quality of the juvenile chronology could not be assessed 

using �̅� values due to the relatively short length of each individual series (1–9 years), 

but our results show that the growth patterns of both adult and juvenile (albeit with a 

lesser amount of certainty) L. argentimaculatus show significant responses to 

environmental variables. 

The strongest correlation between the growth chronology of adults and environmental 

signals involved a large-scale (1000s of km) SST variable (Niño-4 index). The Nino-4 

index is calculated from the westernmost region between 5°N–5°S and 160°E–150°W 

where the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variations lead to significant SST 

changes. This implied that events occurring in the western Pacific affected adult growth, 

presumably via the Indonesian through-flow, an oceanic connection between the 

western Pacific and the Indian Ocean through current flow from the Indonesian Seas 

(Meyers 1996). The strength of the Indonesian through-flow is greater during La Niña 

conditions (in our datasets, notably during 1988–1989 and 1999–2000), when warmer 

and lower salinity waters are transported to the NW coast of Australia. This is likely to 

account for higher SST on the NW coast during La Niña years compared to El Niño 

years (Meyers et al. 2007; Zinke et al. 2014). When La Niña events are exceptionally 

strong, this may result in anomalously warm waters along the NW coast, as was the case 

during the summer of 2010/2011 (Feng et al. 2013). For L. argentimaculatus, the 

growth chronology suggested that conditions of warm and low salinity waters during 

strong La Niña years were correlated with higher growth rates. Despite this pattern we 

did not find any correlation of growth with SST at regional (100s of km) scales, a result 

that contrasts with other studies that have recorded positive correlations of growth 

chronologies with regional SST in temperate species such as flatfish (Limanda aspera; 

Black et al. 2013) , red and grey snapper (L. campechanus and L. griseus; Black et al. 

2011) luderick (Girella tricuspidata; Gillanders et al. 2012) and western blue groper 

(Achoerodus gouldii; Rountrey et al. 2014). However, we did find strong correlations 

with ocean heat content, which implies that a combination of both temperature and 

salinity affects growth more strongly than either individual variable.  
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As fish are poikilotherms, it might be expected that they should grow faster when water 

temperatures are warmer, assuming that they are not at thermal limits. Aside from 

warmer temperatures during La Niña events, the decreased salinity may also influence 

growth through osmoregulation or food conversion efficiency (Boeuf and Payan 2001). 

Many studies have found higher growth rates of fish correlated with a lower standard 

metabolic rate, which occurs at intermediate salinities below that of seawater (see 

review by Boeuf and Payan 2001). Similarly, the lower salinity waters associated with 

La Niña events might also lower metabolic costs and allow more energy to be allocated 

to growth of adults in coastal waters. A study of Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) found 

higher growth rates at lower salinities, resulting from increased food conversion 

efficiency (Lambert et al. 1994). This may be another possible mechanism influencing 

growth of L. argentimaculatus in NW Australia, provided that the productivity during 

La Niña events is also high (and thus the species is not food-limited). In any event, our 

results suggest that the interaction of both temperature and salinity are likely to be 

affecting adult growth.  

The growth of juvenile L. argentimaculatus was influenced by environmental variables 

that were linked both directly and indirectly (via the PDO) to rainfall patterns. Positive 

correlations with rainfall were expected because lower salinities are likely to increase 

growth rates (as noted above). This is consistent with the results of a study on the 

estuarine black bream, A. butcheri, in South Australia (Doubleday et al. 2015). A 

negative correlation with the PDO could reflect the influence of this variable on rainfall, 

via SST anomalies in the Pacific that in turn generate precipitation and convection 

heating anomalies (Meehl and Teng 2014). In eastern Australia, negative PDO values 

generate cool and wet conditions (Power et al. 1999). However, we found that the PDO 

and rainfall were not correlated in the NW region over the juvenile time period. It may 

be possible that the PDO affects some other, unknown local factor that was not tested. 

Irrespective of the link between growth and the PDO, the effects of rainfall on the 

estuarine phase of the species are more obvious. Increases in rainfall lead to greater 

river runoff and subsequent declines in salinity in estuaries, a process that will be 

exacerbated by the small size and shallow depths of these habitats on the NW coast 

(Gillanders et al. 2011). Previous studies on juvenile grey snapper (L. griseus) have 

found that growth efficiencies decrease at higher salinities (Wuenschel et al. 2005) and 

laboratory experiments have shown that they prefer lower salinities that minimize 

osmoregulatory costs (Serrano et al. 2010). Juvenile turbot (Scophthalmus maximus) 
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have also shown better food conversion efficiencies at lower salinity levels (Gaumet et 

al. 1995), so juveniles of L. argentimaculatus might respond in similar ways to changes 

in salinity from increased rainfall. Additionally, there might be indirect effects of 

salinity in estuarine habitats such as salinity-induced changes to prey, predator or 

competitor abundances (Serrano et al. 2010). Changes in hydrological and temperature 

regimes in estuarine environments are also likely to influence the inter-annual growth 

rates of juveniles, which has previously been demonstrated for freshwater perch, 

Macquaria ambigua, in south-east Australia (Morrongiello et al. 2011). 

While mindful of the caveat that the adult and juvenile chronologies do not represent the 

same time period, we show that the physical and biological phenomena that drive 

growth patterns of L. argentimaculatus are likely to differ between juvenile and adult 

life history stages. This result implies that the responses of the individuals to changing 

climate conditions may vary with ontogeny. Rainfall in NW Australia has been 

increasing from the 1970s to the present day and predicted increases in mean 

precipitation during the Asian-Australian monsoon coupled with an intensification of 

ENSO-induced rainfall variability (Christensen et al. 2013) might lead to better growth 

rates for juveniles. However, the pattern of Indo-Pacific warming due to climate change 

is also predicted to result in a greater frequency of El Niño-like conditions which might 

reduce the strength of the Indonesian through-flow (Meyers 1996), and could negatively 

affect the growth of adult L. argentimaculatus. These contrasting effects complicate 

predictions of the response of this species to climate change in the future.  As the 

patterns of ontogenetic movement of L. argentimaculatus are common to many species, 

our study suggests that it may be very difficult to generalise on the likely outcomes of 

climate change for a large suite of fishes in tropical coastal environments. 

Because of the ubiquity of ontogenetic changes in habitat by fishes in nearly all marine 

environments, our results have implications for many species. The degree of complexity 

of the effect of climate change on a species may be dependent on the scale, degree and 

timing of change in habitats between life history stages, and the impacts could be 

reduced for those species that show only limited patterns of movement. However, even 

those species that do not change habitat are likely to change diet and trophic role with 

age. Although the biochronology approach addresses only population growth anomalies 

inferred from otoliths, these studies are now required to determine if trophic changes 

add a similar layer of complexity to the prediction of the effects of climate change as 

those of ontogenetic movement. In addition, the climate-growth relationships obtained 
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from chronology-based studies will be a critical component of ecosystem-based fishery 

management. 
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Chapter 3 Cross-continent comparisons 

reveal differing drivers of growth 

3.1 Abstract 

Biochronologies provide important insights into the growth responses of fishes to past 

variability in physical and biological environments and in so doing, allow modelling of 

likely responses to climate change in the future. I examined spatial variability in the key 

drivers of growth patterns of a widespread, tropical snapper, Lutjanus bohar at similar 

tropical latitudes on the north-western and north-eastern coasts of the continent of 

Australia. For this study I developed biochronologies from otoliths that provided 

proxies of somatic growth and these were analysed using mixed effects models to 

examine the historical drivers of growth. The analyses demonstrated that growth 

patterns of fish were driven by different climatic and biological factors in each region, 

including Pacific and Indian ocean climate indices, regional sea level and the size 

structure of the fish assemblage. The results showed that the local oceanographic and 

biological context of reef systems strongly influenced the growth of L. bohar and that a 

single age-related growth trend cannot be assumed for separate populations of this 

species that are likely to experience different environmental conditions. Generalized 

predictions about the growth response of fishes to climate change will thus require 

adequate characterisation of the spatial variability in growth patterns likely to be found 

throughout the range of species that have cosmopolitan distributions. 

3.2 Introduction 

Growth is one of the key parameters determining the productivity and yield of fish 

populations. For this reason, an understanding of the factors driving growth patterns is 

central to management strategies that seek to mitigate future impacts and improve the 

resilience of fisheries to climate change (Wilson et al. 2010; Morrongiello et al. 2012; 

Rountrey et al. 2014). As biochronologies of increment widths within otoliths can serve 

as proxies of somatic growth rates of fishes (Rowell et al. 2008; Neuheimer et al. 2011; 

Black et al. 2013), this allows chronologies to be compared to time series of climate and 

other environmental variables in order to identify the key drivers of variation in growth 

in the past (e.g. Black et al. 2011; Black et al. 2013) and to predict growth rates and 

demographic traits under different scenarios of climate change (Morrongiello et al. 
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2012; Rountrey et al. 2014). However, the variables underlying growth patterns are 

likely to differ across the distribution of a species. This is particularly the case for 

widespread, cosmopolitan fishes that occur throughout a range of depths and 

environments subject to variable oceanographic regimes and climate patterns. 

At present, there have been few attempts to examine variability in the drivers of growth 

of marine fishes across large (1000s km) spatial scales and the likely impacts of this 

variability on responses to climate change. Some exceptions are studies on temperate 

fishes from the south and south-eastern regions of Australia, which showed that 

different populations of fishes had varying growth patterns that were linked to 

environmental variables such as temperature (Neuheimer et al. 2011; Doubleday et al. 

2015; Morrongiello and Thresher 2015). Growth responses to climate change is 

particularly critical in the tropics, because many species inhabit areas where 

temperatures are already near the upper physiological limits for growth, making fishes 

very sensitive to changes in environmental regimes (Nilsson et al. 2009; Munday et al. 

2012). Coastal fishes are also the major source of protein for many millions of people 

living in the developing countries that border tropical seas and oceans (e.g. Stobutzki et 

al. 2006) and it is thus essential that we have the ability to model and predict the likely 

impacts of climate change on exploited stocks.  

Here, I examine spatial variability in the drivers of growth of a tropical lutjanid, 

Lutjanus bohar.  This snapper is an important target for artisanal, small-scale and 

commercial fisheries across coral reef ecosystems in the Indo-Pacific (Allen 1985; 

Wright et al. 1986). It has a long life span (up to 55 years; Marriott and Mapstone 

2006), making it an ideal candidate for the development of otolith biochronologies. I 

use this approach to compare growth patterns of the species in waters of the tropical 

north-western and north-eastern coasts of the Australian continent, regions that lie on 

the margins of the Indian and Pacific ocean basins. Although both regions have marine 

environments dominated by southward-flowing, warm-water boundary currents, the 

current on the eastern coast (East Australian Current) has a stronger flow than the 

current on the western coast (Leeuwin Current) and is most evident during summer 

(Ridgway and Godfrey 1997), whereas the Leeuwin Current is strongest in winter (Feng 

et al. 2003). In the west, the Leeuwin Current is modulated by the El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO), strengthening during La Niña and weakening during El Niño 

phases (Caputi et al. 1996). In the east, there is a complex relationship between the East 

Australian Current and ENSO, so that during El Niño summers, flow strengthens due to 
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enhanced oceanic inflows in the south, whereas to the north, changes in atmospheric 

conditions (higher sea level pressure and suppressed surface wind anomalies) lead to 

weaker summer monsoons, reduced cyclone activity, rainfall and more radiation 

(Redondo-Rodriguez et al. 2012). 

These contrasting links of ENSO to the flow of boundary current systems suggests that 

populations of L. bohar from the tropical north-west (NW) and north-east (NE) coasts 

of Australia (at equivalent latitudes) may show differences in the key drivers of growth 

patterns and thus in responses to climate change. I examine this hypothesis by 

comparing and contrasting the drivers of biochronologies of growth extracted from the 

otoliths of this species in each of these regions. Possible drivers of growth include a 

number of local environmental variables as well as some large-scale climate indices 

relevant to the region that subsequently influences the local environmental variables 

(detailed in Section 3.3.6). I also explored the influence of commercial fisheries (using 

an index of size structure of the fish assemblage, detailed in Section 3.3.6) on the 

growth of these species at both localities. 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Study sites 

The arid coast of NW Australia provides little terrigenous input to adjacent reef systems  

and major coral reefs in the region are isolated atolls on the shelf edge or small barrier 

and fringing reefs in shallow water (Lough 1998). In contrast, along the NE Australian 

coast, the Great Barrier Reef forms an almost continuous network of barrier reefs across 

the shelf. These range from environments that experience terrestrial inputs from 

freshwater run-off close to the coast, to shelf-edge locations that are bathed by oceanic 

waters (Lough 1998). Fisheries for medium sized (30–89 cm) reef-associated fishes 

such as L. bohar have historically been smaller off the NW coast (mean annual catch of 

1,550 tonnes; range of 790 to 2240 tonnes from 1970–1990) than the NE coast (mean 

annual catch of 3,640 tonnes; range of 2220 to 4240 tonnes over the same time period). 

Furthermore, based on the extent of available habitat (shelf and inshore), reconstructed 

catches of medium-sized reef fish (Pauly and Zeller 2016) off the NE coast have been 

consistently 2 to 3 times higher than catches on the NW coast. 
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3.3.2 Study species 

Lutjanus bohar is a valuable component of fisheries in areas where the perceived risk of 

ciguateria is low (e.g. Seychelles, Marriott and Mapstone 2006). It is recognised as a 

top-order predator in most coral reef environments (Kulbicki et al. 2005; Stevenson et 

al. 2007). Individuals have high longevity (maximum of 55 years), slow growth and 

attain relatively large sizes (maximum fork length 78 cm in Australia; S Newman pers. 

comm.). Females may mature at an older age (9 years) than males (2 years), although no 

differences have been found in growth trajectories of males and females sampled from 

the NE coast of Australia (Marriott et al. 2007). It has also been reported that this 

species moves to deeper offshore areas as they age (Wright et al. 1986; Marriott et al. 

2007). 

3.3.3 Sampling methods 

For the NW sites, otoliths of L. bohar were obtained from fish collected by the 

Department of Fisheries (Western Australia) between 1995 and 2009 from deep-water 

surveys of the outer reef slopes of the Rowley Shoals and Scott Reef (both atolls rising 

from about 200 m depths; Figure 3.1) using fish traps and lines. All samples were 

caught in depths ranging from 80 to 180 m, where the well-mixed surface layer extends 

to around 100 m depth in winter (Wolanski and Deleersnijder 1998). The sagittal 

otoliths of each fish were removed, cleaned and stored to dry in paper envelopes.  

For the NE sites, samples of L. bohar were collected from the northern (Lizard Island) 

and central (Townsville reefs) sections of the Great Barrier Reef (Figure 3.1) along the 

NE coast of Australia between October 1995 and November 2001 (Marriott and 

Mapstone 2006). Fish were collected by line fishing from 5–30 m depths, as the depths 

of the inshore reefs in this region are typically less than 50m (Choukroun et al. 2010) 

and are relatively well-mixed (Condie and Dunn 2006). The sagittal otoliths were 

removed, cleaned and stored dry.  

Sectioning methods  to prepare thin sections (between 0.15–0.19 mm) from otoliths 

followed standard procedures (Ferreira and Russ 1994; Marriott and Mapstone 2006; 

Wakefield et al. 2015), in which one sagittal otolith was embedded in epoxy resin and 

sectioned transversely through the primordium with a Buehler Isomet low speed saw. 

Sections were mounted on glass slides with a cover slip using either Crystal Bond 509 

adhesive (samples from NE Australia) or casting resin (samples from NW Australia).  
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To obtain a long growth chronology, I selected the otoliths of older individuals (over 15 

years old) from the larger collection for increment analysis. This selection included 55 

fish from both Scott Reefs and Rowley Shoals on the NW coast and 39 fish from both 

Lizard Island and Townsville reefs on the NE coast (see Table 3.1 for descriptive 

statistics). This may have led to biases in the growth chronology because the earlier 

years of records were selectively composed of fish that had survived to an old age, and 

such fish may not provide an accurate representation of the average growth pattern of 

the population. However, these older fish were collected over more than a decade 

(1995–2009; Table 3.1), and in order to deal with any potential bias, I included an 

‘individual’ random effect in the mixed effects model to account for differences in mean 

growth rates among individuals. 

 

Figure 3.1 Sampling locations of Lutjanus bohar collected from tropical northern 

Australia. Fish were collected between the years 1995–2009. Boxes indicate the environmental 

grids that were used to obtain the regional environmental variables. Triangles and circles 

identify centroids of sampling sites: closed triangle = Scott Reef; open triangle = Rowley 

Shoals; closed circle = Lizard Island cluster; open circle = centroid of Townsville reef cluster. 
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Table 3.1 Descriptive statistics for Lutjanus bohar collected from tropical northern 

Australia. NW= north-west, NE = north-east, FL = fork length at capture, Min = minimum, 

Max = maximum, n = sample size. FL data from NE has two samples with missing values. 

Region NW NE 

Site Rowley Shoals Scott Reef Lizard Island Townsville 

Fish (n) 24 31 16 23 

Female fish (n) 13 17 4 10 

Male fish (n) 11 14 3 2 

Unknown sexes (n) 0 0 9 11 

Mean FL(cm) 64.6 64.8 59.5 59.1 

Min FL (cm) 50.1 49.4 46.8 48.8 

Max FL (cm) 74.5 78.1 71.8 67.5 

Mean age 31.0 32.6 27.4 33.7 

Min age 16 19 15 20 

Max age 47 41 46 55 

First year collected 1997 1997 1995 1995 

Last year collected 2008 2009 2000 2001 

 

3.3.4 Microscopy methods 

Imaging and increment marking methods followed the procedure described in Section 

2.3.4. The region next to the sulcus on the dorsal side of each otolith section was 

imaged using the same microscope, camera and software as described earlier. This 

region was chosen because it was consistently the clearest region for discrimination of 

annual increments (Figure 3.2a). Increment widths were measured using the same 

technique and software as described earlier, with three transects drawn and the outer 

edge of the opaque zone for each increment marked (Figure 3.2b). The same visual 

crossdating process was used, as described in Section 2.3.4. 
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Figure 3.2 Photograph of the dorsal side of a L. bohar otolith section. (a) The dorsal section 

had consistently clear annual increments and (b) a close up image of the same otolith section 

with transect line and increments marked with the corresponding calendar years.  
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3.3.5 Growth increment data quality 

Statistical crossdating was undertaken separately for fish from the NW and the NE of 

Australia, using the same methods in the program COFECHA, as detailed in Section 

2.3.5. Potential errors in increment boundary placements were visually inspected before 

any corrections were made. After the statistical crossdating process, multiple transects 

belonging to the same fish were averaged. For all fish, measurements from the first 

seven years of growth, in which increment widths change rapidly, were excluded. This 

age cut-off was also consistent with observations from a previous study showing that 

most females were sexually mature at around 9 years of age, whereas the males were 

sexually mature at around 2 years of age (Marriott et al. 2007). Hence, only adult data 

(i.e. increments widths from 8 years of age onwards) were used for the biochronology. 

The quality of the chronology was assessed using series inter-correlation (overall 

average of correlations between each series and the average of all other series) and 

mean sensitivity (measure of year-to-year variability among pairs of successive 

increments with higher values indicating stronger variability) in COFECHA (Grissino-

Mayer 2001). In addition, I assessed the mean of pairwise series correlations (�̅�; Wigley 

et al. 1984) and expressed population signal (EPS; Wigley et al. 1984) using the same 

software as described in Section 2.3.5. The EPS is a function of �̅� and sample depth, and 

a minimum value of 0.85 is generally accepted in dendrochronology as an indication of 

the reliability of the chronology (Wigley et al. 1984).  

I also calculated the bootstrap 95% confidence intervals for �̅� for the chronology of fish 

from the NW coast (1963–2007) and the NE coast (1962–1999) following the methods 

of Rountrey et al. (2014). Raw data were detrended using a spline with a rigidity of 0.67 

of the series length (Cook et al. 1990) and the bootstrap confidence intervals were 

calculated using 15-year intervals with a 14-year overlap. Periods in which the 95% 

confidence intervals for �̅� did not include zero were considered to contain a synchronous 

signal (Rountrey et al. 2014). For the following statistical analyses, only years from 

periods shown to have a synchronous signal with a common overlap were used for fish 

from both NW and NE Australia. This overlap corresponded to the years 1968 to 1999, 

a 32-year period. 

3.3.6 Environmental and size structure datasets 

Annual mean values of the climatic indices Multivariate ENSO Index (Wolter and 

Timlin 1993), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; constructed from sea surface 
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temperature anomalies over the North Pacific; Mantua and Hare 2002) and Dipole 

Mode Index (DMI; difference between sea surface temperature anomalies in the western 

and eastern equatorial Indian Ocean; Saji et al. 1999) were obtained from the Royal 

Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) Climate Explorer (Trouet and Van 

Oldenborgh 2013), a web application for accessing and analysing climate data 

(http://climexp.knmi.nl). The PDO and DMI were included because of their known 

influence over the circulation patterns of the tropical Pacific and Indian Ocean, 

respectively (Saji et al. 1999; Newman et al. 2016a). I also obtained regional (NW or 

NE coast) environmental data for sea surface temperature (SST; based on HadISST 

data; Rayner et al. 2003) and precipitation (PPT; CRU TS3.23; Jones and Harris 2008) 

from KNMI Climate Explorer. The grid cell values for SST and PPT were averaged for 

a grid box (Figure 3.1) covering the NW coast (12°S–20°S, 116°E–124°E) and the NE 

coast (12.5°S–20.5°S, 143°E–151°E). For both SST and PPT, the summer (January–

March) and winter (July–September) mean values for each year were used. Seasonal 

minimum (January–February) and maximum (May–June) sea level values from 

Fremantle (a well-known proxy for the Leeuwin Current strength; Feng et al. 2003), 

were obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology (Australian Government) website, 

http://www.bom.gov.au. I also included Darwin sea level (January–March) because sea 

level during the austral summer in the Gulf of Carpentaria is known to be a contributor 

to seasonality in strength of the Leeuwin Current (Ridgway and Godfrey 2015).On the 

NE coast of Australia, I used the seasonal minimum (August–September) and maximum 

(February–March) values of Townsville sea level as a proxy for the strength of the 

current flow in the Queensland region, based on the expectation that sea levels along the 

east coast will be correlated with the strength of the adjacent boundary current and 

because earlier work has shown that sea level at Fort Denison is a reliable proxy of the 

strength of the East Australian Current along the New South Wales coast (Holbrook et 

al. 2011). Seasonal minimum and maximum values for sea level were used to indicate 

the relative strengths of the average current in each year and also because growth 

increment data were measured at annual scales. Sea level estimates were recorded by 

tide gauges and represented heights in metres above tide gauge zero. Two indicators of 

the size structure of the fish assemblage, mean maximum length of catch and region-

based marine trophic index (illustrates changes in biodiversity of large fishes over time 

while accounting for the expansion and contraction of fishing fleets in each region; 

Kleisner et al. 2014) were obtained from the Sea Around Us project, 

http://www.seaaroundus.org/. In the absence of available studies that might more 
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accurately depict the size structure of the fish assemblages, I used reconstructed data to 

examine the potential changes to the size structure of the fish assemblages in those 

regions. Prior to statistical analyses, all environmental variables were normalized (mean 

= 0, variance = 1) over the common period of overlap (1968–1999) in the 

biochronology. 

3.3.7 Statistical analyses 

3.3.7.1 Regional differences in growth increments 

To determine if the growth increments of L. bohar differed between the NW and NE 

coast, the natural log of raw increment widths were analysed using a generalized 

additive mixed model (GAMM) in the R package ‘gamm4’ (Wood and Scheipl 2015). 

Three models were considered in the model selection approach, a model with a single 

age smooth term and no representation of region (NW or NE), a model with a single age 

smooth term and region as a fixed effect, and a model with different age smooth terms 

for each region. All models included individual fish as a random effect (intercept only) 

to account for individual differences and a nested random effect, year nested in region 

(intercept only), to account for inter-annual environmental variability. Second-order 

Akaike information criterion (AICC) was used to rank the models. Simple linear 

dependence was assumed for the variables other than age because the use of smooth 

terms for these variables did not improve the models. 

3.3.7.2 Regional drivers of growth increments 

The data for NW and NE were analysed separately in order to describe the factors 

influencing the growth increments of L. bohar in each region. The respective 

explanatory variables used in GAMMs are shown in Table 3.2. Model selection using 

the function ‘dredge’ in package ‘MuMIn’ (Barton 2015) was applied to determine 

which variables were important in explaining variations in growth. These GAMMs 

included a smooth term for age (k = 6), with fish (individual) as a random effect 

(intercept only). In the model selection process, I limited the number of variables to a 

maximum of five (to minimize errors in parameter estimation), used AICC to rank the 

models, fixed inclusion of the age smooth term so it would always be present and 

ensured that collinear variables (r > |0.40| and p < 0.05) would not appear in the same 

model. Models were assessed using differences in AICC (ΔAICC) and model 

probabilities (Akaike weights). Models in the model selection process were fitted using 

maximum likelihood estimation, whereas the top-ranked models were refitted using 
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restricted maximum likelihood estimation for unbiased parameter estimates (Zuur et al. 

2009). Model validation was included for all top-ranked models identified in the model 

selection process to ensure that assumptions of homogeneity, normality and temporal 

autocorrelation were not violated. All statistical analyses were completed in R version 

3.1.3 (R Core Team 2015). 

Table 3.2 Explanatory variables used in the analyses of L. bohar from both the north-west 

(NW) and north-east (NE) coast of Australia. ROW = Rowley Shoals, SCO = Scott Reef, LIZ 

= Lizard Island, TVS = Townsville reefs, ENSO = El Niño-Southern Oscillation, SST = sea 

surface temperature, PPT = precipitation. Mean and standard deviation (SD) values were 

included for the environmental factors, climate indices and size structure indicators (for the 

general fish assemblage). These values refer to the annual means (calculated from monthly 

means) over the years 1968–1999. Boreal summer (January to March) averages and winter (July 

to September) averages were used for the temperature and precipitation dataset. A full dataset 

for sex was only available for samples from the NW coast. 

Category Variable Mean SD 

Intrinsic factors Age (years) 32.24 (NW) 

31.15 (NE) 

6.82 

10.0 

 Sex NA NA 

Geographical 

factors 

NW region: ROW & SCO (sites) 

NE region: LIZ & TVS (sites) 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Climate indices Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI)  0.208 (annual) 0.845 

 Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) 0.219 (annual) 0.838 

 Dipole Mode Index (DMI) -0.01 (annual) 0.236 

Environmental 

factors 

Summer SST (°C) 

 

Winter SST (°C) 

29.25 (NW) 

28.71 (NE)  

26.01 (NW) 

24.60 (NE) 

0.399 

0.363 

0.433 

0.420 

 Summer PPT (mm per month) 

 

Winter PPT (mm per month) 

145.9 (NW) 

247.6 (NE)  

3.77 (NW) 

22.4 (NE) 

60.64 

79.62 

4.98 

10.23 

 Seasonal maximum sea level (m) 

 

 

Seasonal minimum sea level (m) 

4.220 (Darwin) 

0.851 (Fremantle) 

2.027 (Townsville) 

0.666 (Fremantle) 

1.836 (Townsville) 

0.070 

0.065 

0.049 

0.074 

0.038 

Size structure 

indicators 

Mean maximum length of catch (mm) 61.58 (NW) 

66.54 (NE) 

11.04 

8.70 

 Region-based marine trophic index  3.07 (NW) 

3.03 (NE) 

0.145 

0.156 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Growth chronology statistics 

Crossdating statistics for the full time series (1958 to 2007 for the NW coast and 1952 

to 2000 for the NE coast) showed that both datasets had clear, synchronous patterns of 

growth during the respective time periods (Table 3.3). For fish from the NW coast, the 

results of the bootstrap 95% confidence interval for �̅� (Figure 3.3) showed that the 

period with �̅� > 0 and expressed population signal, EPS > 0.5 spanned the years 1967 to 

2007 with a minimum sample depth of seven fish.  For fish from the NE coast, this 

period spanned the years 1967 to 1999 with a minimum sample depth of nine fish 

(Figure 3.3). Conservatively, I used a minimum sample depth of nine fish for both 

regions, resulting in the common overlap period of 1968 to 1999. The fractional 

common variance (�̅�) was moderate for both populations and the EPS was well 

approximated (Table 3.3), indicating that the growth of all fish within each region 

responded in a similar manner to environmental signals. 

Table 3.3 Crossdating statistics for chronology development of L. bohar from tropical 

northern Australia. Average �̅� and expressed population signal (EPS) were based on a running 

window length of 15 years with a 14 year overlap for the years 1968–1999. NW = north-west, 

NE = north-east. 

Region NW NE 

No. of series 114 98 

Years 1958–2007 1952–2000 

Series inter-correlation 0.328 0.315 

Average mean sensitivity 0.158 0.165 

Average �̅� (1968–1999) 0.234 0.235 

Average EPS (1968–1999) 0.909 0.880 
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Figure 3.3 Quality of L. bohar chronologies from tropical northern Australia. Bootstrap 

95% confidence interval for �̅� and expressed population signal (EPS) from (a) north-west and 

(b) north-east Australia. Data were calculated using 15-year intervals such that the x-axis 

consists of the midpoint of each 15-year period.  
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3.4.2 Growth chronologies on NW and NE coasts 

The model with separate age smooth terms for the two regions (NW and NE) had the 

smallest AICC value (Table 3.4). Hence, the fish from the two regions exhibited age-

related growth trends that were different (Figure 3.4), and this difference was better 

represented as a difference in the age smooths than as an intercept term (i.e. a fixed 

offset in increment width throughout life was not supported). 

Table 3.4 Models that involved the age-related growth trends of L. bohar from the two 

regions. Fish were from the north-west and north-east regions of Australia. A model selection 

approach was used to determine the smooth terms that best represented the otolith growth data 

from the two regions. All models were run with the same response variable (natural log of the 

otolith growth increments) and the same intercept-only random effects: individual fish (to 

account for individual variability) and year nested in region (to account for environmental 

variability). DF = degrees of freedom, AICC = second-order Akaike information criterion.  

Model Fixed effects DF AICC 

1 Single age smooth term 7 -1183 

2 Single age smooth term and Region 8 -1189 

3 Separate age smooth terms (by Region) 9 -1234 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Increment growth profiles of L. bohar from two regions in tropical northern 

Australia. Each point represents the average increment width (µm) at each age for all fish from 

the north-west (NW) and north-east (NE) coast of Australia. Error bars indicate the standard 

error of means.  
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3.4.3 Factors influencing growth along NW coast 

The top-ranked model for growth of fish from the NW coast (Akaike weight = 0.42, 867 

models evaluated) was four times more likely than the second-ranked model (Table 

3.5). In this model, positive winter precipitation (PPT) anomalies were associated with 

wider growth increments, whereas positive anomalies in Darwin sea level (maximum in 

summer), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index and mean maximum length of 

catches (ML) were associated with narrower growth increments of L. bohar from the 

NW coast (Table 3.6; Figure 3.5). 

Table 3.5 Top five ranked models in two separate model selection processes for L. bohar 

from tropical northern Australia. Fish were from the north-west (NW) and north-east (NE) 

regions of Australia, with data from the years 1968–1999. Models were ranked using the 

second-order Akaike information criterion (AICC). Age was represented as a smooth term in the 

models. DF = degrees of freedom, Ak. wt. = Akaike model weights, GI = growth increments, 

SSTW = winter sea surface temperature, SSTS = summer sea surface temperature, PPTW = winter 

precipitation, PPTS = summer precipitation, SLDAR = maximum Darwin sea level, SLFRE = 

maximum Fremantle sea level, SLTVS = minimum Townsville sea level, DMI = Dipole Mode 

Index, PDO = Pacific Decadal Oscillation, ML = mean maximum length of catches.  

Region  Rank Model Equation DF ΔAICC Ak. wt. 

NW 1 GI ~ Age + PPTW + SLDAR + PDO + ML 9 0.00 0.42 

NW 2 GI ~ Age + PPTW + SLDAR + PDO + Sex 9 2.88 0.10 

NW 3 GI ~ Age + PPTW + SLDAR + PDO 8 3.77 0.06 

NW 4 GI ~ Age + PPTW + SLDAR + PDO + SSTW 9 3.96 0.06 

NW 5 GI ~ Age + PPTW + SLDAR + PDO + SLFRE 9 4.19 0.05 

NE 1 GI ~ Age + SLTVS + DMI + ML + Site 9 0.00 0.43 

NE 2 GI ~ Age + SLTVS + DMI + ML + SSTS 9 3.28 0.08 

NE 3 GI ~ Age + SLTVS + SSTS + ML + Site 9 4.60 0.04 

NE 4 GI ~ Age + SLTVS + DMI + ML 8 4.79 0.04 

NE 5 GI ~ Age + SLTVS + DMI + PPTS + Site 9 4.91 0.04 

 

Table 3.6 Model parameters for the top-ranked model for L. bohar from north-west 

Australia. Data was from the years 1968–1999. SE = standard error, PPT = precipitation, PDO 

= Pacific Decadal Oscillation, ML = mean maximum length of catches. Sea level refers to mean 

Darwin sea level over the months of January to March (seasonal maximum).  

Coefficients Estimate SE t-value p-value 

Intercept  3.99 0.020 204.4 <0.01 

Sea level -0.03 0.006 -5.27 <0.01 

PDO -0.03 0.007 -4.20 <0.01 

Winter PPT  0.03 0.007  3.82 <0.01 

ML -0.02 0.007 -2.41   0.02 
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Figure 3.5 Schematic diagram showing the environmental drivers that influence L. bohar 

populations in northern Australia. Environmental drivers are shown in decreasing order of 

importance, based on absolute t-values.  

3.4.4 Factors influencing growth along NE coast 

The top-ranked model of growth of fish from the NE coast (Akaike weight = 0.43, 424 

models evaluated) was five times more likely than the second-ranked model (Table 3.5). 

The top-ranked model showed that positive anomalies in Townsville sea level 

(minimum in winter), mean maximum length of catches (ML) and Dipole Mode Index 

(DMI; a measure of the Indian Ocean Dipole) were associated with wider growth 

increments in otoliths of L. bohar from the NE coast (Table 3.7; Figure 3.5). 

Furthermore, fish from Townsville reefs had narrower growth increments compared to 

fish from the Lizard Island reefs (Table 3.7). 

Table 3.7 Model parameters for the top-ranked model for L. bohar from north-east 

Australia. Data was from the years 1968–1999. SE = standard error, SL = sea level, DMI = 

dipole mode index, ML = mean maximum length of catches. Sea level refers to mean 

Townsville sea level over the months August to September (seasonal minimum).  

Coefficients Estimate SE t-value p-value 

Intercept  3.76 0.029 131.4 <0.01 

ML  0.02 0.006  3.42 <0.01 

Sea level  0.02 0.006  3.35 <0.01 

Annual DMI  0.01 0.005  2.74 <0.01 

Site (Townsville) -0.10 0.037 -2.66 <0.01 
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3.5 Discussion 

Populations of L. bohar on the NW and NE coasts of Australia experienced different 

environmental conditions that influenced the widths of otolith increment (a proxy of 

somatic growth rates) throughout the life span of the fish we sampled. The results 

showed that extrinsic factors including climate, regional-scale environmental variables, 

size structure of fish assemblages and location were important influences on growth 

trends. 

Different climate indices influenced the growth of NW and NE populations of L. bohar. 

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), an index of sea surface temperatures (SST) in 

the northern Pacific, was an important factor for fish from the NW coast, whereas the 

Dipole Mode Index (DMI), largely driven by SST in the Indian Ocean, was important 

for fish from the NE coast. This result seems counter-intuitive given that the NW 

population is on the margin of the Indian Ocean while the NE population is on the 

margin of the Pacific Ocean. However, the PDO signal that oscillates over decadal time 

scales (low frequencies) has also been regarded as a reddened response to ENSO where 

the ENSO signal re-emerges in the subsequent year (Newman et al. 2003; Shakun and 

Shaman 2009; Newman et al. 2016a). Hence, a recent review concluded that the PDO 

represents a combination of processes that originate from the tropics (Newman et al. 

2016a). ENSO events in the tropical Pacific are acknowledged to have strong influences 

on oceanographic conditions (Feng et al. 2009) and the recruitment of marine fauna 

(Caputi et al. 1996) along the coast of Western Australia. As L. bohar is a long-lived 

species, it is possible that low frequency anomalies (on decadal time scales) in the 

tropical Pacific, via the Indonesian through-flow (Meyers 1996), could influence the 

growth of the NW population (Chen and Wallace 2015). Alternatively, the growth of 

the NW population is responding to the PDO because it is a delayed ENSO signal, 

meaning that the ENSO signal only appears in the growth of L. bohar a year later. 

Most studies of DMI relate to its influence on rainfall in eastern Australia (e.g. Cai et al. 

2009; Risbey et al. 2009), although in the results precipitation was not a factor 

identified by the model selection process. Consequently, the relationship of growth of L. 

bohar with the DMI might be due to other factors that are linked to SST in the Indian 

Ocean, such as the strength of the Pacific trade winds (Alory et al. 2007) or thermocline 

variability in the western Pacific (Wijffels and Meyers 2004). The former may generate 

wind-driven counter currents that could increase productivity within the otherwise 

oligotrophic East Australian Current on the NE coast, similar to the situation on the NW 
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coast (Hanson et al. 2005). On inter-annual timescales, the Indonesian region transmits 

thermocline variability from the western Pacific into the Indian Ocean (Wijffels and 

Meyers 2004). Hence, correlations of the NE population to the DMI might also be 

related to changes in the thermocline depth of the western Pacific, which could 

influence vertical mixing, productivity and ultimately, growth. 

Sea level (SL) influenced the growth of L. bohar in both regions. However, the timing 

of correlations differed (summer for NW and winter for NE) as did responses, with 

increases in SL associated with a decrease in growth of the NW population, whereas 

growth of the NE population increased. Along the NW coast of Australia, it has been 

found that increases in SL lead to an increased flow of warmer and lower productivity 

waters (Pearce et al. 2003). Given that SST was not significantly correlated with 

growth, it may be that changes in productivity caused by variability in SL have a 

stronger influence on the growth of L. bohar on the NW coast than water temperature. 

For example, other studies to the south of the NW study site have shown that an 

increase in flow of the dominant current (as indicated by the increase in SL) in summer 

suppressed a counter current (the Ningaloo Current) and hence local upwelling events 

(Hanson et al. 2005). Thus lowered productivity may have reduced the growth of L. 

bohar along the NW coast because of flow-on effects up the food web. On the other 

side of the continent, L. bohar reside in the vicinity of the Coral Sea, with a complex 

bathymetry consisting of numerous reefs, islands, channels and ridges (Choukroun et al. 

2010; Wolanski et al. 2013). Oceanic circulation in the Coral Sea is strongly influenced 

by wind-driven currents, notably the strong south-easterly winds that dominate during 

the Austral winter. The results suggest that the strong wind-driven currents in winter (as 

shown by increased SL) were associated with larger growth increments of L. bohar off 

the NE coast. Since SST again did not seem to be an important factor, changes in 

productivity might play a more important role for the association between winter 

currents and growth of the NE population. For example, stronger boundary currents 

associated with a shallower coastal thermocline are thought to lead to enhanced primary 

production and increases in abundance anchovy (Engraulis spp.) off the coasts of both 

California and Peru (Chavez et al. 2003). A similar mechanism might explain the 

positive association between current strength and the growth of L. bohar along the NE 

coast. 

Responses to mean maximum length of catches (ML) also differed between the NW and 

NE populations of L. bohar. Years with lower ML (i.e. fish assemblages had smaller 
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sizes), seemed to be associated with an increase in growth increments for L. bohar in 

the NW coast (although ML was not as important as the other factors), whereas the 

opposite response occurred on the NE coast. One possible explanation for these 

differences could be the varying levels of fishing pressure in the two populations. 

Overall, fishing mortality has historically been greater off the NE than the NW coasts 

(Pauly and Zeller 2016). Fishing mortality can be size-selective, causing changes in the 

demographic structure (growth rates and recruitment) of affected populations (Law 

1991; Conover and Munch 2002). Another well-documented effect of fishing is the 

removal of top-order predators (e.g. DeMartini et al. 2008), which may influence 

condition (and growth rates) of L. bohar in those fish communities (Walsh et al. 2012). 

However, the exact mechanisms of how the growth of L. bohar populations are affected 

by the changes in size structure of the fish assemblages are unknown because of the 

complex food webs and indirect demographic effects (e.g. Ruttenberg et al. 2011). 

Studies of the relative rates of fishing intensity and diet of this species might help to 

explain these findings. 

The geographical factor site was important for fish from the NE coast but not for fish 

from the NW coast. This suggests that environmental conditions influencing L. bohar 

on the NW coast were similar and were acting at a spatial scale that included both sites 

on the NW coast. However, site (Townsville/Lizard Island) had an effect on the otolith 

growth of fish from NE coast, with L. bohar from Townsville reefs having generally 

smaller increments than those from Lizard Island. This possibly reflects the differing 

cross-shelf positions of these reefs and the oceanographic environments that surround 

them. For example, water temperatures were consistently warmer at Lizard Island than 

on Townsville reefs and the former reefs are also closer to the coast, thus will be more 

strongly influenced by terrestrial inputs (Marriott 2005). A previous analysis of this 

dataset found that average lengths of the most frequently sampled age class (4+ years) 

of fish from the Townsville reef cluster were significantly higher than those from the 

Lizard Island cluster, although any evidence for a significant difference in the fit of the 

von Bertanlanffy growth model to length-at-age data from the different sites was 

equivocal (Marriott 2005). Distance across the shelf is also known to be an important 

driver of growth in reef fishes (Gust et al. 2002; Kingsford and Hughes 2005; Williams 

et al. 2007). In addition, the complex bathymetry along the NE coast (mentioned above) 

is likely to result in varying environmental conditions throughout the region, hence 
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contributing to the result of between-site differences in growth patterns of the NE 

population. 

Both populations (NW and NE) of L. bohar responded to climate signals in their 

respective regions. This suggests that the minimum sample depth of nine fish 

contributing to each year value of otolith increment width and the sample sizes attained 

in this study were sufficient for the analyses of growth patterns. Furthermore, the 

sensitivity of this species to climatic influences reveals the suitability of L. bohar as a 

potential indicator of climate change (notably in terms of productivity changes and low 

frequency anomalies in SST). These conclusions must be viewed in light of the caveat 

that fish were sampled from different depths in the NW (80–180 m) and NE (5–30 m) 

regions. This was an unavoidable artefact of the bathymetry in these areas, with 

offshore reefs sampled along the NW coast, whereas the reefs along the NE coast were 

part of an extensive network of the Great Barrier Reef that lies on the shallow coastal 

shelf. However, such differences in habitat structure were unlikely to have a major 

effect on growth patterns, since the study species is a wide-ranging top-order predator in 

coral reef systems (Kulbicki et al. 2005; Stevenson et al. 2007). Tagging work at the 

Scott Reefs and Rowley Shoals (Meekan et al. unpublished data) shows that L. bohar 

displays limited site-attachment and moves over areas encompassing several kilometres 

and depth ranges, typically occurring in depths of 10–70 m (Sommer et al. 1996). 

Because of the mobility of this species, depth is unlikely to strongly confound the 

results since, unlike very territorial species and herbivorous fishes where depth may 

strongly influence productivity of algal food sources, growth patterns are more likely to 

be integrated across depth ranges. This is particularly the case in the well-mixed reef 

waters that surround coral reefs on both the NW and NE coasts. 

In summary, I have shown that the drivers of growth patterns differed across the range 

of a tropical predatory fish, thus a single age-related growth trend should not be 

assumed for separate populations of this species. These findings also suggest that the 

responses of species to environmental factors at both large and local spatial scales are 

complex and likely to be strongly influenced by the local oceanographic and biological 

context of reef systems. Generalizations about species responses to climate change will 

require adequate characterisation of this variability, especially across different ocean 

basins. 
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Chapter 4 Climate-driven synchrony of 

marine and terrestrial ecosystems 

4.1 Abstract 

The effects of climate change are difficult to predict for many marine species because 

little is known of their response to climate variations in the past.  However, long-term 

chronologies of growth, a variable that integrates multiple physical and biological 

factors, are now available for several marine taxa. These allow us to search for climate-

driven synchrony in growth across multiple taxa and ecosystems, identifying the key 

processes driving biological responses at very large spatial scales. I hypothesized that in 

north-west (NW) Australia, a region that is predicted to be strongly influenced by 

climate change, the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon would be an 

important factor influencing the growth patterns of organisms in both marine and 

terrestrial environments. To test this idea, I analysed existing growth chronologies of 

the marine fish Lutjanus argentimaculatus, the coral Porites spp. and the tree Callitris 

columellaris and developed a new chronology for another marine fish, Lethrinus 

nebulosus. Principal components analysis and linear model selection showed evidence 

of ENSO-driven synchrony in growth among all four taxa at inter-annual time scales, 

the first such result for the Southern Hemisphere. Rainfall, sea surface temperatures and 

sea surface salinities, which are linked to the ENSO system, influenced the annual 

growth of fishes, trees and corals. All four taxa had negative relationships with the 

Niño-4 index (a measure of ENSO status), with positive growth patterns occurring 

during strong La Niña years. This finding implies that future changes in the strength and 

frequency of ENSO events are likely to have major consequences for both marine and 

terrestrial taxa. Strong similarities in the growth patterns of fish and trees offer the 

possibility of using tree-ring chronologies, which span longer time periods than those of 

fish, to aid understanding of both historical and future responses of fish populations to 

climate variation. 

4.2 Introduction 

Research efforts focused on the effects of climate change on organisms in both 

terrestrial and marine ecosystems (Rosenzweig et al. 2008; Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno 

2010) have mostly examined single species or groups of species in common 
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environments. Although it is recognised that terrestrial and marine ecosystems are 

intimately linked (e.g. Dai and Wigley 2000), the isolated nature of many studies means 

that the effects of a climate phenomenon across different ecosystems have not been 

fully explored. Our understanding of these connections has been further hampered by a 

lack of long-term (decades to centuries) records of the responses of marine taxa to 

climate variations (Rosenzweig et al. 2008; Richardson et al. 2012). Chronologies of 

growth are now being developed for an expanding suite of marine organisms including 

corals, molluscs and fishes, all of which have annual cycles of growth within their hard 

parts (see review by Morrongiello et al. 2012). These chronologies provide powerful 

insights into the effects of climate change, since growth is a variable that integrates the 

effects of multiple physical and biological factors (Morrongiello et al. 2012) and these 

taxa are relatively long-lived (typically many decades). 

Initial attempts to compare growth of taxa across ecosystems have shown evidence for 

links between oceanic/atmospheric variation and growth, with some studies revealing 

climate-driven synchrony in growth across multiple taxa. For example, the growth of 

freshwater fish and trees were correlated in the United States because of similar 

responses of these taxa to rainfall and river discharge (Guyette and Rabeni 1995). 

Synchronous growth patterns of trees, marine fish and bivalves in the north-east Pacific 

have been linked to ENSO through the influence this phenomenon has on sea surface 

temperatures (SST), land temperatures and precipitation (Black et al. 2009). An 

understanding of the factors and mechanisms that drive such linkages provides us with 

an improved capacity to hind- and forecast the effects of climate change on the growth 

of aquatic organisms. 

Additionally, growth chronologies derived from taxa that are sensitive to climate 

variations can be utilised to reconstruct past patterns of climate. In Australia, long-term 

(multi-decadal) growth records from trees and corals have been used to extend records 

of rainfall (Cullen and Grierson 2009; Lough 2011; O'Donnell et al. 2015) and SST 

(Hendy et al. 2002; Zinke et al. 2014; Zinke et al. 2015) to times prior to instrumental 

records. Where connections between oceanic and atmospheric processes lead to 

synchronous growth responses among marine and terrestrial taxa, multi-proxy 

reconstructions of broad-scale climate phenomena can be developed. For example, tree 

and coral growth increments and ice core stratigraphy spanning the Pacific basin have 

been found to be synchronously responsive to the influence of the ENSO phenomenon 

on regional temperatures and precipitation. These chronologies were subsequently used 
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to develop a robust, multi-proxy reconstruction of ENSO variability over the last ~450 

years (Braganza et al. 2009). Such reconstructions have greatly extended instrument 

records and furthered our knowledge of the amplitude and frequency of variation in 

climate through time. 

Linked biological responses of taxa across terrestrial and marine ecosystems could also 

enable the use of terrestrial chronologies (which are generally available over longer time 

scales than marine records) as proxies for estimating the likely responses of marine taxa 

to climate change. For example, synchrony in the growth of trees, marine fish and the 

breeding success of seabirds has been linked to the influence of sea level pressure on 

upwelling and precipitation in the north-east Pacific (Black et al. 2014). This strong 

connection between oceanic and atmospheric processes has enabled the use of growth 

chronologies from trees to develop a robust ~600-year reconstruction of upwelling 

intensity (California Current Winter Index) along the California coast (Black et al. 

2014). Similarly, other coastal ecosystems with strong links to atmospheric processes 

that influence trees may benefit from this method of hindcasting historic ecosystem 

states beyond available instrumental records. 

Here, I present the first regional comparison of the climatic drivers of the growth of 

fishes, corals and trees from the Southern Hemisphere. I focus on the marine and 

terrestrial environments of north-west (NW) Australia. Western Australia (WA) has 

been identified as a potential ‘hotspot’ of climate change (Pearce and Feng 2007), where 

water temperatures along the NW coast are predicted to increase by more than 2°C by 

the year 2055 (Cheung et al. 2012a). In this region, large–scale drivers (i.e., over 

hundreds to thousands of kilometres) such as the ENSO interact with regional Indian 

Ocean processes to influence the marine environment on the NW coast (Marshall et al. 

2015; Zinke et al. 2015). The combination of these interactions can result in phenomena 

such as the ‘Ningaloo Niño’, an anomalous warming of surface waters that has caused 

widespread fish kills and coral bleaching (Feng et al. 2013). 

Long-term growth chronologies have already been developed from trees (O'Donnell et 

al. 2015), corals (Cooper et al. 2012) and fish (Chapter 2) in this region, providing an 

opportunity to investigate linked biological responses to climate patterns across taxa and 

ecosystems. These earlier studies have revealed that growth of trees in NW Australia 

show a strong positive response to rainfall because water is a limiting resource 

(O'Donnell et al. 2015). Similarly, coral growth is influenced by regional changes in 

SST that affect calcification rates (Cooper et al. 2012), while adult fish respond to 
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changes in SST and sea surface salinity (SSS) because of changes in metabolic rates, 

osmoregulation or food conversion efficiencies (Chapter 2). Given that ENSO drives 

regional environmental and climate variables such as SST, SSS and rainfall in 

Australia’s NW region, I hypothesized that the growth of these taxa will exhibit similar 

patterns. Additionally, I identify the key environmental variables driving patterns in 

growth among taxa. 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Environmental drivers of marine and terrestrial regions 

The NW coast of Australia includes two major marine bioregions (as defined by 

Fletcher and Santoro 2014): the North Coast, which includes coastal areas of the Pilbara 

and Kimberley regions, and the more southerly Gascoyne Coast from Exmouth Gulf to 

Shark Bay (Figure 4.1). The warm, low salinity waters off the North Coast are of 

Pacific origin, entering the region via the Indonesian through-flow and interacting with 

waters of the Indian Ocean (Meyers 1996). The North Coast bioregion is entirely 

tropical while the Gascoyne Coast bioregion is subtropical and is a transition zone 

between the tropics to the north and the temperate zone to the south (Fletcher and 

Santoro 2014). The marine environment off the Gascoyne Coast is influenced by the 

Leeuwin Current, a pole-ward flowing, eastern boundary current (Cresswell and 

Golding 1980; Feng et al. 2009) that transports warm tropical waters southwards along 

the coast of WA (Fletcher and Santoro 2014) and is strongly influenced by ENSO on 

inter-annual time scales (Feng et al. 2009). In the tropical marine waters of the North 

Coast, SST in summer averages 28.8°C with a maximum of ca. 30°C while average SST 

in winter drops to a monthly minimum of ca. 24°C (1970–2010 seasonal averages; 

Rayner et al. 2003). In this region, the intra-annual variability of SSS is low, with an 

average of 34.8 PSU (practical salinity units) and a range of ~0.3 PSU (1970–2010 

seasonal average; Good et al. 2013). In the Gascoyne Coast region, average SST in 

summer is slightly lower than the North Coast (25.2°C; range of ~1.1°C) while SSS is 

slightly higher with an average of 35.4 PSU and range of 0.3 PSU. Both the North Coast 

and the Gascoyne Coast are seasonally influenced by summer tropical cyclones 

(Fletcher and Santoro 2014) and the Kimberley region of the North Coast, in particular, 

is affected by river outflows from summer rainfall (Lough 1998). 

In the semi-arid and arid terrestrial environments of NW Australia, biological processes 

are principally driven by rainfall (Cullen et al. 2008). This is shown by strong 
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correlations of the growth of Callitris columellaris trees with rainfall and humidity 

(Cullen and Grierson 2007; Cullen et al. 2008; O'Donnell et al. 2015). In NW Australia, 

rainfall is extremely variable both within and among years. Most rain falls during the 

summer months (average of 102 mm per month from January to March over the years 

1970–2010; Jones and Harris 2008) and is associated with tropical cyclones or rain-

bearing low pressure systems (Gentilli 1971). In contrast, the austral winter to spring 

months of June to November average only 12 mm per month (data from 1970–2010; 

Jones and Harris 2008). 

 

Figure 4.1 Sampling locations of growth chronologies for four taxa in north-west 

Australia. Chronologies were for the period from 1984 to 2003. LA = Lutjanus 

argentimaculatus, LN = Lethrinus nebulosus, all corals were Porites spp. and trees were 

Callitris columellaris. L. argentimaculatus locations are approximate sampling areas within the 

boxes. Terrestrial regions follow the Interim Biogeographic Regionalization for Australia 

(IBRA) version 7, modified from the Department of Environment (Australian Government). 
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4.3.2 Growth chronologies 

Growth chronologies from Lutjanus argentimaculatus, Porites spp. and C. columellaris 

were obtained from earlier studies as mentioned above (Table 4.1; Figure 4.2). These 

were supplemented with a new growth chronology developed from otoliths of another 

tropical fish, the spangled emperor (Lethrinus nebulosus). For all species, we only used 

data for the years 1984 to 2003, which were common to chronologies from all taxa. The 

quality of the chronologies was assessed using the mean of pairwise series correlations 

(�̅�) and expressed population signal (EPS) using the same software as described in 

Section 2.3.5. 

Table 4.1 Growth chronologies of fishes, coral and trees from north-west Australia. LA = 

Lutjanus argentimaculatus, LN = Lethrinus nebulosus, all corals were Porites spp. and trees 

were Callitris columellaris. 

Taxa Type of data Length of 

chronology 

Location 

(sample size) 

Source 

Fish (LA) Annual growth increments 

from otoliths 

1975–2003 Kimberley (15) 

Pilbara (15) 

Gascoyne (6) 

Chapter 2 

Fish (LN) Annual growth increments 

from otoliths 

1984–2003 Gascoyne (23) This study 

Coral Annual calcification rate 

from coral cores 

1900–2010 Clerke Reef (5) 

Imperieuse Reef (4) 

Bundegi (4) 

Tantabiddi (7) 

Coral Bay (4) 

Cooper et al. 

2012 

Tree  Ring-width chronology  1802–2012 Hamersley Range, 

inland Pilbara (27) 

O'Donnell et al. 

2015 
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Figure 4.2 Growth increments of three diverse taxa from north-west Australia. Sections 

were obtained from the otoliths of a fish, tree core and coral core.  

4.3.2.1 Growth chronology of Lethrinus nebulosus 

Archived collections of the otoliths of L. nebulosus were obtained from the Department 

of Fisheries (Government of Western Australia). These otoliths came from fish 

collected in the Gascoyne Coast region of WA (Figure 4.1) from 2006–2010 (Marriott 

et al. 2010). The sagittal otoliths of each fish were cleaned and one otolith was 

embedded in epoxy resin. Two to three thin transverse sections were made near the 

primordium in a direction perpendicular to the sulcus acusticus with a low speed saw 

containing a diamond-wafering blade, following the methods of Marriott et al. (2010). 

The sections were then washed by agitating in 2% hydrochloric acid for up to 10 

seconds (to remove calcium build-up), followed by rinsing in water. Dry sections were 

then mounted on microscope slides using casting resin. 
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The otoliths from 23 fish aged 24–32 years old with sufficiently clear increments were 

used for image analysis. The region next to the sulcus acusticus on the dorsal side of 

each otolith was imaged using an Aperio Scanscope Digital Slide Scanner (Leica 

Biosystems, Nussloch, Germany) with a motorized stage system. Images were captured 

using transmitted light with a 20x objective. Increment widths were measured on the 

otolith images using a plugin (“IncMeas”; Rountrey 2009) written for ImageJ, an open 

source image processing program (version 1.48, National Institutes of Health, 

Maryland, USA). Two to three transects parallel to the growth axis were drawn, and the 

outer edge of the opaque zones were marked (along the transects) from the edge of the 

otolith to the core. The calendar years were also recorded for each marked increment by 

working backwards from the date of capture and taking into consideration the timing of 

completion of the opaque zone (austral summer; Marriott et al. 2010), as part of the 

visual crossdating process. Crossdating assumes that the environment induces 

synchronous, time-specific growth patterns that can be matched among individuals 

(Fritts 1971; Gillanders et al. 2012). Averages of increment widths from the multiple 

transects per sample were calculated and used if the inter-transect correlations were 

greater than 0.9. Statistical crossdating was used to check the correct assignments of 

calendar years to increments (Black et al. 2005) and any errors were visually inspected 

before measurements were changed. 

To produce the overall chronology, the increment widths were aligned by fish age and 

the mean increment width at each age was calculated, following the methods of Black et 

al. (2013). Each series was then divided by the mean-by-age series to obtain 

standardized series that removed ontogenetic trends, and the standardized series were 

averaged by calendar year to create a single overall chronology (see Figure 4.3 for raw, 

detrended and averaged series). Only years with a sample depth of more than eight fish 

(1984–2003) were used for analysis. EPS and �̅� were calculated using only one time 

series for each individual fish for the period from 1984–2003. 

4.3.2.2 Growth chronology of Lutjanus argentimaculatus 

I used existing detrended (ontogenetic trends removed by dividing the raw series with 

the mean-by-age series) growth increment series for 36 L. argentimaculatus that were 

collected between 1996 and 2005 at various sites along the NW coast (Figure 4.1). The 

detrended increment series from the 36 fish were averaged to obtain a single growth 

chronology. The chronology consisted of increment data from 1975 to 2003 with a 

sample depth of at least 20 fish contributing to each year value (Chapter 2). 
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4.3.2.3 Coral growth chronology 

The coral chronology was a record of annual calcification (calculated as the product of 

linear extension and skeletal density; Lough and Cooper 2011) from 24 cores of Porites 

spp. (Cooper et al. 2012) collected between October 2008 and September 2010 from 

five reefs (Table 4.1) along the NW coast (Figure 4.1). Available data spanned the 

period 1900 to 2010. To obtain a standardized growth index, the annual calcification 

rates were normalized by first subtracting the mean for the period 1961–1990 and 

subsequently dividing by the standard deviation of this period. Normalized calcification 

rates were calculated for each of the 24 coral cores from all five reefs. The 24 time 

series were averaged to obtain a single coral chronology for the NW coast. 

4.3.2.4 Tree-ring chronology 

I used a ring-width chronology developed from 27 C. columellaris trees (O'Donnell et 

al. 2015) from the Hamersley Ranges of the inland Pilbara region (Figure 4.1). The 

chronology had been detrended using the signal-free method (Melvin and Briffa 2008) 

to improve the retention of medium frequency (representing time-scales of decades to a 

century) variance, reduce trend distortion at the ends of the chronology and remove age-

related trends (O'Donnell et al. 2015). The ring-width chronology covered the period 

1802–2012 and was constructed using 41 series from the 27 trees. 
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Figure 4.3 Raw and detrended increment width time-series from the otoliths of Lethrinus 

nebulosus collected in north-west Australia. (a) Raw increment width time-series from all 

transects of the 23 fish used and (b) detrended increment width time-series and the final 

chronology (in black line) with the associated standard error of mean. 
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4.3.3 Climatic and environmental datasets 

The results from Chapter 2 shows that ENSO (represented by the Niño-4 index) and 

SSS are important drivers of the growth of L. argentimaculatus, while coral growth has 

been correlated with decadal trends in SST (Cooper et al. 2012). The growth of C. 

columellaris trees in the Pilbara mainly responds to rainfall in the austral summer from 

December to May (Cullen et al. 2008; O'Donnell et al. 2015). I compared growth 

patterns to the Niño-4 index (based on SST in the Western Pacific between 5°N–5°S 

and 160°E–150°W; Rayner et al. 2003), SST (HadISST; Rayner et al. 2003), SSS 

(Good et al. 2013) and rainfall (Jones and Harris 2008). All environmental data were 

obtained from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) Climate 

Explorer (Trouet and Van Oldenborgh 2013), a web application for climate data 

(http://climexp.knmi.nl). The SST, SSS and rainfall values were averaged for a grid box 

covering the NW coast from the Kimberley south to Shark Bay (14°S–28°S, 110°E–

127°E). For each environmental variable, January to March averages were used because 

the growing season for fishes, corals and trees in NW Australia usually occurs in the 

austral summer (Chapter 2; Lough and Barnes 2000; O'Donnell et al. 2015 

respectively). In addition to the January to March averages for each regional 

environmental variable from 1984–2003, I also used the previous year’s values (i.e. 

1983–2002) for SST, SSS and rainfall from the same grid, and for the Niño-4 index to 

allow for possible lagged responses. Austral winter (June to August) SST values were 

used in the higher resolution spatial correlation maps detailed below. 

4.3.4 Data analyses 

All four chronologies were standardized (μ = 0, σ
2
 = 1) and analysed using principal 

components analysis (PCA). The scores for the principal components that accounted for 

the majority of the variance (PC1 and PC2) were tested for significant correlations 

(using Pearson’s correlation) with current and lagged Niño-4 index. The principal 

component scores were subsequently included as response variables in linear regression 

models to assess the importance (based on information-theoretic methods) of current 

and previous year’s SST, SSS and rainfall as drivers of growth. The rainfall values were 

square root transformed (due to the large range of values from 30–200 mm per month) 

before insertion into the linear models used in the model selection process, to satisfy the 

assumptions of homogeneity for linear models. Collinearity between all six 

environmental variables (|r| > 0.5, p < 0.01) was evaluated. The R package ‘MuMIn’ 

(Barton 2015) was used for model selection using the second-order Akaike information 
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criterion (AICC) based on Kullback-Leibler information loss and accounting for small 

sample sizes (Burnham and Anderson 2004). Differences in AICC values (ΔAICC) were 

used to assess the different models. Adjusted R
2
 values, F-statistic, t-statistic and p-

values were reported. Model validation was carried out to ensure that the models 

conformed to the assumptions of linear models and tested for autocorrelation. All 

statistical analyses were completed in R version 3.1.3 (R Core Team 2015). After the 

model selection process, spatial correlation maps of the significant regional variables 

were made in the web application KNMI Climate Explorer to show the relationships at 

a higher spatial resolution. 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Chronology statistics 

The growth chronology of L. nebulosus included the years from 1984 to 2009 (Figure 

4.3). Measurements from more than eight fish contributed to each yearly value, with 22 

out of the 23 fish contributing to the period between 1988 and 2003. Although the 

fractional common variance (�̅� = 0.14) and EPS value (0.78) were low relative to tree-

ring data, indicating that variability among individuals was high, the mean chronology 

from 1984 to 2003 did relate to environmental variables as evidenced by significant 

correlations with January to March SST around the northern Gascoyne Coast (21°S–

23°S, 112°E–115°E; r = 0.60, p = 0.005) and marginally significant correlations with 

average rainfall from January to March over the entire NW area (r = 0.44, p = 0.05). 

The published chronology of L. argentimaculatus from 1975 to 2003 had �̅� = 0.153 and 

EPS = 0.84 for the entire period (Chapter 2). Bootstrapped �̅� and EPS values (Rountrey 

et al. 2014) were calculated for the 24 coral cores of Porites spp. for all possible 15-year 

intervals from 1950–2003 (Figure 4.4) and showed that there was weak but significant 

synchronicity among corals from the year 1980 onwards (�̅� ~ 0.05, EPS ~ 0.6). The 

published ring-width chronology of C. columellaris trees had a running �̅� (greater than 

0.4) and EPS (greater than 0.85) for 51-year intervals with 25 year overlaps (O'Donnell 

et al. 2015). 
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Figure 4.4 Quality of chronology for coral Porites spp. collected in north-west Australia. 

Bootstrapped �̅� (with 95% confidence intervals) and expressed population signal (EPS) for the 

24 coral cores collected over the years 2008–2010.  

4.4.2 Principal components analysis 

The standardized growth chronologies of all four taxa (Figure 4.5) from 1984 to 2003 

were analysed using a PCA. The first principal component (PC1) accounted for 41% of 

the variance and PC2 accounted for 33%. The third and fourth principal components 

each accounted for less than 15% of the variance and were not included in any further 

analyses. Three of the taxa (fishes and trees) had similar negative loadings on PC1 

(Table 4.2), indicating the similarities in growth patterns of these three taxa (Figure 

4.5a). The coral series had the strongest loading on PC2, followed by L. 

argentimaculatus (Table 4.2), with Figure 4.5b showing the strong synchrony between 

the coral series and PC2. Inverse values of both PC1 (PC1inv) and PC2 (PC2inv) were 

used in further analyses because the strongest loadings were negative (Table 4.2). 
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Table 4.2 Loadings of the four taxa on the first and second principal component (PC) 

scores. Chronologies of the four taxa (two fishes, one coral and one tree) included the years 

1984 to 2003.  

Taxa Loading on PC1 Loading on PC2 

Fish (Lethrinus nebulosus) -0.60 +0.29 

Tree (Callitris columellaris) -0.58 +0.31 

Fish (Lutjanus argentimaculatus) -0.54 -0.47 

Coral (Porites spp.) -0.13 -0.78 

 

Table 4.3 Pearson’s correlation matrix of environmental variables. The six variables are 

from a grid covering the north-west Australian coast (14°S–28°S, 110°E–127°E). Each variable 

consists of January to March averages from the years 1984–2003. SST = sea surface 

temperature, SSS = sea surface salinity, lag = data with a one year lag, * represents p-values < 

0.05, ** represents p-values < 0.01.  

Environmental variables SST lag SSS SSS lag Rainfall Rainfall lag 

SST 0.4 <0.1 <0.1 0.2 0.4 

SST lag 1 -0.6** <0.1 0.5* 0.2 

SSS -0.6** 1 0.5* -0.4 -0.4* 

SSS lag <0.1 0.5* 1 -0.2 -0.4 

Rainfall 0.5* -0.4 -0.2 1 <0.1 

Rainfall lag 0.2 -0.4* -0.4 <0.1 1 
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Figure 4.5 Growth chronologies of four taxa with the respective leading principal 

component (PC) scores. Chronologies of four taxa were detrended and standardized (μ = 0, σ
2
 

= 1). (a) PC1inv with L. argentimaculatus, L. nebulosus and C. columellaris chronology and (b) 

PC2inv with L. argentimaculatus and Porites spp. chronology. The inverse PC scores were used 

because the stronger loading taxa were negatively loaded on both PC1 and PC2. 

4.4.3 Relationships with ENSO 

PC1inv was negatively correlated with the Niño-4 index (average January to March 

values) with no lag (r = -0.65, p = 0.002; Figure 4.6a, b). PC2inv was negatively 

correlated with the Niño-4 index (average January to March values) in the previous 

years (r = -0.52, p = 0.02; Figure 4.6c, d).



 

 

7
2

 

 

Figure 4.6 Relationship between principal component (PC) scores and the Niño-4 index. PC scores were constructed from the growth chronologies of four 

taxa (two fishes, one coral and one tree) in north-west Australia and the Niño-4 index was calculated from the average of January to March values. (a) PC1inv and 

the Niño-4 index over the same years; (b) regression plot of PC1inv and Niño-4 index; (c) PC2inv and the lagged Niño-4 index (average January to March values 

from the previous year) and (d) regression plot of PC2inv with lagged Niño-4 index. The inverse PC scores were used because the stronger loading taxa were 

negatively loaded on both PC1 and PC2.
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4.4.4 Relationships with environmental variables 

Because of some collinearity among the six environmental variables (|r| > 0.5; Table 

4.3) and the low number of observations (n = 20), models using a maximum of two non-

collinear variables were constructed. These 17 models (Table 4.4) were evaluated in the 

model selection process for PC1inv and PC2inv separately. The model selection process 

involving PC1inv and the 17 possible combinations of environmental variables found 

that the first-ranked model (i.e. lowest AICC; Table 4.4) was one that related PC1inv with 

rainfall and SST from the current year (Table 4.5). This first-ranked model was 

considered to be substantially better than the second model (ΔAICC = 8.7; Table 4.4). 

The linear model relating PC1inv with rainfall and SST from the current year explained 

70% of the variation in PC1inv (Table 4.5), which largely reflected the growth of fishes 

and C. columellaris trees. In this linear model, both variables were highly significant (p 

< 0.01) with rainfall having a positive t-value of 4.92 and SST a positive t-value of 3.72.  

Spatial correlation maps (using higher resolution environmental variables) show the 

positive relationship between PC1inv and these two significant variables, rainfall and 

SST from the current year (Figure 4.7). 

The second model selection process involving PC2inv and the 17 possible combinations 

of environmental variables identified a first-ranked model (Table 4.4) that related PC2inv 

with SSS and rainfall from the current year (Table 4.5). This first-ranked model was not 

considered to be significantly better than the second model that only included SSS 

(ΔAICC = 1.5; Table 4.4), hence I chose initially to keep both variables. The linear 

model relating PC2inv with SSS and rainfall from the current year explained 44% of the 

variation in PC2inv (Table 4.5), however, SSS was the only significant variable (t = -

4.07, p = 0.0008). PC2inv (mainly reflecting variation in growth of corals) had a negative 

relationship with SSS (Figure 4.7c). A spatial correlation map for PC2inv and SST from 

June to August of the previous year (using higher resolution environmental variables) 

also showed a strong positive relationship between PC2inv and offshore waters along the 

NW coast, in addition to the waters around the Indonesian region (Figure 4.7d). Local 

environmental variables and the links to ENSO, which influenced all four taxa, are 

shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Table 4.4 Models incorporated in the model selection process. Each model had a maximum 

of two non-collinear explanatory variables. Explanatory variables consist of January to March 

averages from the years 1984 to 2003. Response variables are the inverse of the first two 

principal components (PC) scores from the growth chronologies of four taxa (two fishes, one 

coral and one tree) in north-west Australia. ΔAICC = difference in second order Akaike 

information criterion, SST = sea surface temperature, SSS = sea surface salinity, lag = data with 

a one year lag. Model 1 shows the first ranked model for PC1inv and model 2 is the first ranked 

model for PC2inv.  

Model Explanatory variables ΔAICC for PC1inv ΔAICC for PC2inv 

1 SST + Rainfall 0.00 13.40 

2 Rainfall + SSS 11.89 0.00 

3 SST + SSS 17.67 3.80 

4 Rainfall + SSS lag 11.47 12.30 

5 SST lag + SSS lag 12.99 9.10 

6 SST lag + Rainfall lag 13.00 9.60 

7 SST + SSS lag 17.67 12.50 

8 SST + Rainfall lag 17.13 13.50 

9 SSS lag + Rainfall lag 24.97 10.00 

10 Rainfall + Rainfall lag 11.82 13.50 

11 SSS 21.81 1.50 

12 Rainfall 8.75 10.48 

13 SST 14.56 10.42 

14 SSS lag 23.22 9.52 

15 Rainfall lag 23.00 10.48 

16 SST lag 9.84 7.13 

17 Intercept only 20.43 7.86 

 

Table 4.5 Selected first-ranked linear models. Response variables are the inverse of the first 

two principal components (PC) scores from the growth chronologies of four taxa (two fishes, 

one coral and one tree) in north-west Australia. Environmental variables are January to March 

averages and chronologies are from the years 1984 to 2003. SST = sea surface temperature, SSS 

= sea surface salinity.  

Model equation Adjusted R
2
 F-statistic Model p-value 

PC1inv ~ Rainfall + SST 0.70 23.3 0.00001 

PC2inv ~ SSS + Rainfall 0.44 8.4 0.003 
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Figure 4.7 Spatial correlation maps between principal components (PC) scores and 

environmental variables. Significant correlations (p < 0.05) shown with inverse PC scores 

constructed from the growth chronologies of four taxa (two fishes, one coral and one tree). (a) 

PC1inv and rainfall (mm per month); (b) PC1inv and sea surface temperature (°C); (c) PC2inv and 

sea surface salinity (PSU) and (d) PC2inv and sea surface temperature (°C) from June to August 

in the previous year. All data were from the years 1984–2003 and environmental variables from 

(a) to (c) were over the January to March period of the same year.  
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Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram showing the environmental drivers that influenced the 

growth patterns of four taxa (two fishes, one coral and one tree) in north-west Australia. 

4.5 Discussion 

This study revealed that the growth patterns of taxa from both marine and terrestrial 

ecosystems in NW Australia were coupled to large-scale, oceanographic and 

atmospheric processes. Growth of the study species (two fishes, one coral and one tree) 

had significant inverse relationships with the ENSO phenomenon (as measured by the 

Niño-4 index) over two decades, so that when the index was positive (where sustained, 

strongly positive values indicate an El Niño phase), growth slowed, whereas at times 

when the index was negative (where sustained, strongly negative values indicate a La 

Niña phase), growth rates increased. 

These strong relationships between ENSO and growth responses of all taxa can be 

explained by the influence this phenomenon has on the temperature and salinity of 

coastal waters and on rainfall patterns in the water-limited terrestrial ecosystems of the 

NW region. During the La Niña phase of ENSO there is greater transport of warmer and 

less saline waters from the western Pacific towards the coast of NW Australia via the 

Indonesian through-flow (Meyers et al. 2007; Zinke et al. 2014). The stronger 

Indonesian through-flow subsequently drives a stronger Leeuwin Current that increases 

the transport of warmer and less saline waters along the coast of WA. Warmer waters 

have been shown to positively influence growth of corals and fish on the WA coast 

(Cooper et al. 2012; Rountrey et al. 2014 respectively), while lower salinities may 
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increase fish growth through various metabolic pathways that result in reduced 

metabolic costs (see review by Boeuf and Payan 2001) or by increasing food conversion 

efficiency (Lambert et al. 1994). Furthermore, Hanson et al. (2005) found much higher 

rates of primary productivity along the coastal Gascoyne region in austral summer, 

when there were strong correlations between the growth of all taxa and ENSO. The 

Leeuwin Current is weakest during austral summer, when southerly winds that favour 

coastal upwelling prevail and generate a system of inshore counter-currents that flow 

toward the Equator (the Ningaloo Current and Capes Current; Hanson et al. 2005). 

These localized upwelling events enhance primary production in otherwise oligotrophic 

waters and might play an important role in the increased growth of the study organisms 

that was observed during the austral summer. 

The La Niña phase of ENSO is also typically associated with higher rainfall over inland 

NW Australia. La Niña tends to strengthen the Australian monsoon by influencing 

SSTs, low-level winds, vertical motion and convection north of Australia (Wang et al. 

2003). This enhanced monsoon causes higher rainfall over NW (and much of northern 

and eastern) Australia, which in turn stimulates tree growth in NW Australia (Cullen et 

al. 2008; O'Donnell et al. 2015). The ENSO phenomenon also influences NW 

Australian rainfall through its effect on the activity of tropical cyclones off the NW 

coast of Australia (Denniston et al. 2015), where tropical cyclone activity is enhanced in 

La Niña and suppressed in El Niño conditions (Liu and Chan 2012). Tropical cyclones 

(and other closed low pressure systems) cause intense rain events over inland NW 

Australia and contribute to more than half of the region’s annual rainfall (Lavender and 

Abbs 2013). Along the North Coast where there is higher rainfall, it is possible for river 

outflows to directly link terrestrial and marine systems, however, the tree and some fish 

data were mostly collected around the Gascoyne region, an area subject to very sporadic 

patterns of rainfall and river outflow (Lough 1998). Hence, it is more likely that the La 

Niña phase of ENSO positively influences the growth of both fishes and trees in NW 

Australia, due to its indirect links with climatic conditions likely to favour growth (i.e., 

warmer, less saline sea water in the eastern Indian Ocean and greater rainfall over NW 

Australia). 

The correlations between ENSO and growth patterns of the study species occurred 

despite the fact that the fractional common variance of the growth chronology of L. 

nebulosus was relatively low compared to trees and some fishes (e.g. Cullen and 

Grierson 2007; Gillanders et al. 2012). Such low fractional common variances appear to 
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be a feature of fishes sampled from the coast of WA (Rountrey et al. 2014; Nguyen et 

al. 2015), but it is important to note that all WA fishes for which growth chronologies 

have been constructed have displayed significant correlations with regional 

environmental factors such as SST. 

The strong correlations found between PC2inv (largely reflecting coral growth) and SSS 

were unexpected, given the small range of changes in salinity that occur in the NW 

region and the results of an earlier study that suggested that decadal growth rates of 

corals were most strongly correlated with SST (Cooper et al. 2012). However, there was 

strong collinearity between SSS and lagged SST at higher spatial resolution scales, 

implying that the latter (or perhaps some other unmeasured factor) may be causing the 

apparent correlation between SSS and coral growth. The results also showed that SST 

from June to August in the previous year had strong positive correlations with PC2inv. 

The lag in this relationship may reflect the fact that coral calcification values were based 

on a year defined by annual density minima, which were presumed to occur in the 

austral winter months of June to August (Cantin and Lough 2014). Hence, a year in the 

coral chronology was based on calcification rates from August of the previous calendar 

year to August of the current calendar year. Alternatively, changes in salinity, in 

particular anomalous lows, were responsible for around 30% of the unusual 

enhancement of the Leeuwin Current transport during the marine heatwave event in the 

austral summer of 2010/2011 (Feng et al. 2015). This observation suggests that salinity 

may have a more general influence on the growth rates of marine taxa in the NW 

region. 

The importance of ENSO along the coastline of WA is well recognised. In this region, 

the inter-annual variability of this phenomenon has been linked to the survival of 

various life history stages of marine taxa, with La Niña years (stronger Leeuwin 

Current) showing a greater transport of nutrients into the euphotic zone (Thompson et 

al. 2011) that accounts for greater phytoplankton biomass (Koslow et al. 2008) and 

increased fisheries recruitment (Caputi 2008). These findings show the influence of 

ENSO on the growth rates of adult fish and corals, increasing our knowledge of the far-

reaching impacts of ENSO on a range of life history stages of marine taxa and across 

different trophic levels. In addition to strong correlations between growth of all taxa and 

the current year’s ENSO, I also found significant, albeit slightly weaker, correlations 

between growth and the ENSO signal in the previous year. This suggests that the 
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influence of the ENSO system on growth may carry over between years, or it may have 

shown up because the ENSO signal is autocorrelated. 

Overall, the strong negative relationship between the growth responses of all four taxa 

with ENSO has important implications for the future. Predicted increases in rainfall 

(Christensen et al. 2013) and SST (Cheung et al. 2012a) for NW Australia suggest that 

growth rates of the study taxa will continue to increase in WA until thermal limits are 

reached. However, the strong La Niña conditions (with peak SST reaching 5°C above 

average) over the summer of 2010/2011 led to fish kills and widespread coral bleaching 

(Feng et al. 2013), suggesting that the thermal limits of fishes and corals are relatively 

close to present day conditions on the NW coast. Extreme La Niña events typically 

follow strong El Niño conditions and both are predicted to occur more frequently in the 

future (Cai et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2015), which may create greater year-to-year variation 

in the productivity and yield of fisheries and the likelihood of bleaching in coral 

communities along the NW coast. The magnitude of SST changes in the future (along 

with the frequencies of El Niño and La Niña events) is likely to have major 

consequences on both marine and terrestrial taxa and will need to be carefully 

monitored. 

The similarities in the growth patterns of the fish and tree species used in this study 

suggest that it may be possible to use tree-ring chronologies to hindcast/reconstruct the 

growth responses of fish where archives of otoliths do not exist. In many coastal 

locations worldwide, tree-ring chronologies now extend centuries into the past, while 

the most comprehensive otolith archives are generally the product of fisheries 

management studies with a relatively recent history (less than 60 years in most cases). 

This study shows that where strong links between the growth of fishes and trees can be 

established, chronologies of tree growth may provide a proxy to understand the 

response of fish populations to climate change, both in the past and the future. 

In summary, I have provided the first empirical evidence for climate-driven synchrony 

between marine and terrestrial ecosystems in the Southern Hemisphere at annual time-

scales. These links occur through the influence of ENSO events on regional 

environmental variables that affect the annual growth of fishes, corals and trees 

throughout the region. Although the available data did not include an overlap of all 

taxonomic groups across the entire region, this is a common limitation of any program 

that seeks to access legacy datasets where researchers have no control over the intensity 

and location of sampling in the past. The large historical archives of fish otoliths 
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(Campana and Thorrold 2001), coral (Tierney et al. 2015) and tree-ring (St. George 

2014) records held by institutions and organizations worldwide offer a major 

opportunity to expand the scale and resolution of this approach. This will improve both 

our understanding of the effect of climate fluctuations on ecosystems in the past and the 

likely impact of climate change on both marine and terrestrial ecosystems in the future. 
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Chapter 5 A boundary current drives 

growth across tropical and 

temperate latitudes 

5.1 Abstract 

Predictions of the effects of climate change on the productivity and dynamics of marine 

fishes are hampered by a lack of historical data on growth patterns. I use otolith 

biochronologies to show that the strength of a regional boundary current, largely 

modulated by the El Niño-Southern Oscillation, accounted for almost half of the 

variability in decadal growth patterns of six species of tropical and temperate marine 

fishes across 23° of latitude and 3000 km of continental shelf in Western Australia. 

Stronger flow during La Niña years drove increased growth of five of the six species, 

whereas weaker flow during El Niño years reduced growth. This work is the first to link 

the growth patterns of adult fishes at large spatial scales across multiple climate zones, 

habitat types and depth ranges, and has important implications for the potential scale, 

timing and outcomes of climate change impacts along continental shelves. 

5.2 Introduction 

Changes to the world’s climate driven by the release of carbon dioxide into the 

atmosphere due to human activities are having serious consequences for marine 

ecosystems and these effects are predicted to increase in coming decades (Lehodey et al. 

2006; Munday et al. 2008b; Hoegh-Guldberg and Bruno 2010; Cheung et al. 2012b). 

For marine fishes, research on climate change has largely focused on the implications of 

a warming ocean for thermal limits and distributions of species (Harley et al. 2006; 

Pörtner and Peck 2010). Many of these studies have identified “hotspots” of change in 

marine environments where pronounced temperature anomalies are now occurring and 

these serve as a focal point for the prediction of impacts likely to occur in other regions 

(e.g. Cheung et al. 2012b; Poloczanska et al. 2013). However, alterations to the 

distributional limits of fishes are only part of the potential effects of climate change; this 

process is also likely to modify current flows, patterns of productivity and population 

dynamics of species in coastal and oceanic ecosystems (Bakun et al. 2015; García-

Reyes et al. 2015; Fordham et al. 2013 respectively). Because warming affects both 

regional (10-1000s km) and large scale (1000s km) climate phenomena, changes could 
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occur simultaneously and dramatically at multiple spatial scales, rather than just in 

hotspots or progressively at the fringes of species distributions. Evidence for this 

possibility is shown by the links between the ecology and growth patterns of many 

species within regional environments to climatic features such as the El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) events and the flows of regional boundary currents (Chavez et al. 

2003; Black et al. 2008; Helser et al. 2012; Black et al. 2014). 

The construction and analysis of biochronologies provides a powerful technique to 

assess the extent to which growth patterns of marine fishes are linked at large spatial 

scales and to determine the likely impact of global warming on the drivers of these 

patterns (see review by Morrongiello et al. 2012). Growth integrates the effects of both 

physical and biological processes that can vary with climate change, allowing insight 

into their effects on key parameters (such as size-at-age, etc.) that determine the 

productivity and yields of species targeted by fisheries. Recently, this approach has 

been used to show how increasing sea surface temperature (SST) can affect the growth 

of temperate marine fishes (Gillanders et al. 2012; Coulson et al. 2014; Rountrey et al. 

2014) and how the drivers of growth patterns can even be linked across divergent taxa 

(trees, corals, fish and bivalves) in the same environment (Black 2009; Chapter 4).  

Here, I use a biochronology approach to identify key climate drivers of growth of 

marine fishes from a variety of habitats and trophic guilds across 23° of latitude 

encompassing tropical, transitional, and warm and cool temperate zones. I then examine 

the vulnerability to and likely scale of impact of the predicted effects of global warming 

on the growth patterns of these species. The marine environments of the continental 

shelf of Australia provide an ideal model to examine broad scale impacts of climate 

change on the growth of fishes. Off the coast of Western Australia (WA), the shelf is 

dominated by the Leeuwin Current, a poleward-flowing current that suppresses 

productivity and creates an oligotrophic marine environment (Feng et al. 2009). This 

contrasts with the highly productive and equatorward eastern boundary currents present 

in other parts of the world (Canary, California, Humbolt and Benguela currents), all of 

which contribute significantly to global catches of marine fishes (Fréon et al. 2009). The 

Leeuwin Current extends more than 2000 km transporting warm, nutrient-poor water 

southward along the continental shelf from the tropics to cool temperate coasts. It is 

ecologically important for many species in the region (e.g. Caputi et al. 1996; Caputi 

2008) and extends the distribution of some tropical taxa southward (Maxwell and 
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Cresswell 1981). As is the case for other boundary currents, the strength of the Leeuwin 

Current is strongly linked to the ENSO phenomenon (Feng et al. 2009). 

Earlier studies of otolith chronologies of fishes along the coast of WA have shown that 

growth of some shallow-water, temperate species is driven by SST (e.g. Coulson et al. 

2014; Rountrey et al. 2014). In contrast, the growth of tropical fishes is correlated with 

ENSO variability (as seen in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4), whereas the growth of a deep-

water fish off the coast of the south-west is correlated with the strength of the Leeuwin 

Current (Nguyen et al. 2015). Given that these observed drivers are inter-related, the 

growth patterns of fishes might be similar across relatively large spatial scales, from 

tropical to temperate zones off WA. Thus, the effects of climate change could manifest 

simultaneously and synoptically across environments where fishes share connected 

drivers of growth. I predict that strength of the Leeuwin Current, which is strongly 

associated to ENSO fluctuations and constrains regional environmental variables such 

as temperature, will be an important driver of the growth of adult fishes throughout the 

coastal marine waters of WA. I also examine the implications of this link for growth 

and productivity of fish populations under scenarios of future climate change. 

5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Marine environment in Western Australia 

The coastline of WA encompasses four major climate regions: tropical (North Coast), 

tropical-transitional (Gascoyne Coast), warm temperate (West Coast) and cool 

temperate (South Coast) coasts (Fletcher and Santoro 2015; Figure 5.1). The North 

Coast includes the coastal areas of the Kimberley and Pilbara regions and is entirely 

tropical. The warm, low salinity waters in this region originate in the Pacific and enter 

via the Indonesian through-flow (Meyers 1996), continuing southwards via the seasonal 

Holloway Current, which is strongest in autumn (D’Adamo et al. 2009; see Figure 5.1). 

The Gascoyne Coast, which extends from Exmouth Gulf to Shark Bay and includes the 

Ningaloo Reef, is a subtropical transition zone. The Leeuwin Current becomes evident 

along the Gascoyne Coast and flows southward along the narrow continental shelf 

(Cresswell and Golding 1980; Feng et al. 2009; see Figure 5.1).  It is strongest during 

winter and weakest during summer when the prevailing southerly winds generate 

inshore counter-currents such as the Ningaloo Current, which is associated with 

localised upwelling (Hanson et al. 2005). The temperate West Coast extends between 

Kalbarri and Augusta and is heavily influenced by the warm, oligotrophic waters of the 
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Leeuwin Current. Another inshore counter-current, the Capes Current, occurs 

predominantly in summer and contributes to localised upwelling (Hanson et al. 2005). 

The cool temperate South Coast extends from Augusta in the south-west to the border 

with South Australia in the east. The marine environment off the South Coast is 

influenced by the Southern Ocean and, despite being temperate, is low in nutrients and 

warmer than expected due to the influence of the Leeuwin Current (Fletcher and 

Santoro 2015). 

 

Figure 5.1 General sampling locations of the six species of adult fishes collected along the 

coast of Western Australia. LA (Δ) = Lutjanus argentimaculatus, LB () = Lutjanus bohar, 

LN () = Lethrinus nebulosus, AG () = Achoerodus gouldii, PO () = Polyprion oxygeneios, 

SA () = Scorpis aequipinnis. The marine regions and the major current flows along the 

coastline are also indicated.  
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5.3.2 Otolith growth chronologies 

The otoliths of fishes grow in proportion to body size and thus provide a proxy for 

measures of somatic growth (Rowell et al. 2008; Neuheimer et al. 2011; Stocks et al. 

2011; Black et al. 2013). Existing increment data from the otoliths of five coastal fishes 

(Lutjanus argentimaculatus, Lutjanus bohar, Lethrinus nebulosus, Achoerodus gouldii 

and Polyprion oxygeneios) in WA were obtained from earlier studies and a new 

chronology for Scorpis aequipinnis was constructed (Table 5.1). These six species, 

which all have relatively long lifespans, were sampled in different climatic zones 

(Figure 5.1) and depth ranges (Table 5.1). Sampling and otolith sectioning methods for 

S. aequipinnis have been described by Coulson et al. (2012). Only those sectioned 

otoliths of S. aequipinnis that had clearly defined opaque zones (which form annually; 

Coulson et al. 2012) were considered for inclusion in the analyses. These 28 individuals 

ranged in age from 37–69 years (median = 45.5), including year-classes between 1940 

and 1973. Following the methods of Rountrey et al. (2014) and using a plugin 

(“IncMeas”; Rountrey 2009) written for Image J (National Institutes of Health, USA), 

polyline transects were drawn on the digital otolith image, dorsal to the sulcus acusticus 

and parallel to the direction of growth. The earliest two to six increments were excluded 

because these increments typically had diffuse boundaries that prevented accurate 

measurements. Visual crossdating was complicated by the very small variations in 

increment width that were extremely difficult to distinguish by eye. Consequently, 

COFECHA software (Holmes 1983) was employed for statistical crossdating, using the 

dates of capture to anchor each increment time series, following the methods of Black et 

al. (2005). Statistical crossdating was used to check the correct assignments of calendar 

years to increments (Black et al. 2016) and any errors were inspected visually before 

measurements were changed. 

Raw otolith increment widths for all individuals from each species were obtained and 

detrended using the method of Black et al. (2013). The quality of the detrended 

increment series (for fish of the same species) was then assessed with the mean of pair-

wise series correlations (�̅�) and the expressed population signal (EPS) using the same 

software as described in Section 2.3.5. To ensure that the chronologies contained 

synchronous growth signals, bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for �̅� (with 15-year 

intervals) were estimated as described in Section 3.3.5. These were calculated using a 

modified version of the package “dplR” (Bunn 2008) in R software (R Core Team 

2015). Only periods with �̅� > 0 and EPS > 0.5 were used to construct the growth 
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chronology. If the detrended increment series for any species did not contain periods 

with �̅� > 0 and EPS > 0.5, the detrending methods used in the original publications were 

adopted. The growth series for L. argentimaculatus, L. bohar, L. nebulosus and S. 

aequipinnis were detrended following Black et al. (2013), while A. gouldii was 

detrended using the double-detrending technique (Rountrey et al. 2014) and P. 

oxygeneois was detrended using a nine year spline (Nguyen et al. 2015). The double-

detrending and spline methods may have been more successful in emphasizing signal 

and removing noise for A. gouldii and P. oxygeneois, respectively, due to higher levels 

of individual variation in year-adjusted mean increment width and/or more medium 

frequency variance caused by local factors rather than regional drivers. However 

explicit testing of detrending methods was beyond the scope of this study. The final 

growth chronologies for each species were constructed from the average of all 

detrended increment series for all individuals within each species. The time span of 

overlap of chronologies for all six species covered 16 years, from 1988 to 2003. 

Table 5.1 Summary of the otolith growth chronologies of fishes from Western Australia. 

LA = Lutjanus argentimaculatus, LB = Lutjanus bohar, LN = Lethrinus nebulosus, AG = 

Achoerodus gouldii, PO = Polyprion oxygeneios, SA = Scorpis aequipinnis, NC = North Coast, 

GC = Gascoyne Coast, WC = West Coast, SC = South Coast, ENSO = El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation, SSS = sea surface salinity, PDO = Pacific Decadal Oscillation, SL = sea level, SST 

= sea surface temperature, n = sample size. Lag indicates that the growth chronologies were 

significantly correlated with environmental variables in the previous year. Drivers of growth are 

those identified in the publications listed.  

Taxa Length of 

chronology 

Location (n) Capture 

depth (m) 

Publication source Drivers of growth 

LA 1975–2004 NC, GC (36) 50–120 Chapter 2 ENSO, SSS, PDO 

LB 1962–2007 NC (55) 80–180 Chapter 3 Rainfall, SL, PDO 

LN 1980–2009 GC (23) 5–80 Chapter 4 SST, Rainfall 

SA 1952–2009 SC (28) 5–50 -- -- 

AG 1952–2003 SC (56) 5–100 Rountrey et al. 2014 SST 

PO 1979–2009 WC, SC (44) 200–450 Nguyen et al. 2015 SL (lag), SST (lag) 

 

5.3.3 Environmental datasets 

Annual mean values of the sea level at Fremantle Port (FSL), a well-known and well-

justified proxy for the strength of the Leeuwin Current (Feng et al. 2003) were obtained 

from the Bureau of Meteorology (Australian Government) website, 

http://www.bom.gov.au. Annual means of three climate indices; the multivariate ENSO 

index (Wolter and Timlin 1993), Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO; based on SST 

anomalies over the North Pacific; Mantua and Hare 2002) and the Dipole Mode Index 
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(DMI; difference in SST anomalies between the western and eastern equatorial Indian 

Ocean; Saji et al. 1999) were obtained from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological 

Institute, KNMI Climate Explorer (Trouet and Van Oldenborgh 2013), a web 

application for climate data (http://climexp.knmi.nl). These climate indices were chosen 

because the results of Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 found links between ENSO 

and PDO indices and otolith growth in WA. In addition, the mode of the Indian Ocean 

dipole (described by the DMI) affects the amount of austral winter and spring rainfall 

(Ashok et al. 2003; Cai et al. 2009). Quarterly spatial correlation maps were constructed 

to show the relationship between growth of adult fish in WA and ocean heat content 

from 0–750 m depth, obtained from the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation reanalysis of 

ocean climate variability (Carton and Giese 2008). This variable was chosen because 

SST (Rountrey et al. 2014; Figure 4.7) and ocean heat content (Figure 2.6) were 

previously identified as influencing fish growth in WA, and ocean heat is also a 

predictor of the strength of the Leeuwin Current (Hendon and Wang 2010). Quarterly 

spatial correlation maps were constructed to illustrate the relationship between growth 

and ocean mean temperatures from 0–700 m depths, obtained from National Oceanic 

and Atmospheric Administration World Ocean Atlas (Locarnini et al. 2013). All spatial 

correlation maps were constructed in KNMI Climate Explorer. 

5.3.4 Statistical analyses 

All chronologies were standardized (mean = 0, variance = 1) and analysed using 

principal components analysis (PCA). The scores from the principal components that 

accounted for the majority of the variance were included as response variables in linear 

regression models to assess the influence (based on information-theoretic methods) of 

FSL and the climate indices including the multivariate ENSO index, PDO and DMI. 

Collinearity between the environmental variables (|r| > 0.5, p < 0.01) was evaluated to 

ensure that collinear variables were not included in the same model. The R package 

“MuMIn” (Barton 2015) was used for model selection using the second-order Akaike 

information criterion (AICC) based on Kullback-Leibler information loss and 

accounting for small sample sizes (Burnham and Anderson 2004). Differences in AICC 

values (ΔAICC), model probabilities (Akaike weights) and relative variable importance 

(using the sum of Akaike weights over all models) were used to assess the models. 

Adjusted R
2
 values, F-statistics and p-values were reported for the top-ranked models. 

All top-ranked models identified in the model selection process were validated to ensure 

that assumptions of homogeneity, normality and temporal autocorrelation were not 
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violated. Linear dependence was assumed for the environmental variables because the 

use of smoothers for the variables did not improve the fit of the models. All statistical 

analyses were completed in R software (R Core Team 2015). After the model selection 

process, spatial correlation maps of the first principal component with quarterly ocean 

heat content and ocean mean temperatures were constructed to illustrate the spatial 

relationships. Pearson’s correlation tests were carried out on the synchronous periods 

for each species chronology with the environmental variable selected by the top-ranked 

model involving the first principal component, to ensure accuracy of the model results. 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Chronology statistics 

The bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for �̅� and the expressed population signal 

(EPS) for the detrended data of all six species showed the periods in which there was a 

synchronous growth signal among fish for each species (where �̅� > 0 and EPS > 0.5; 

Table 5.2). The period of overlap for all species was 1988–2003, a 16-year period and 

the standardized growth chronologies over these years are shown in Figure 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Results of bootstrapped �̅� and expressed population signal (EPS) for the 

detrended and standardized growth chronologies of six marine fishes from Western 

Australia. The period with synchronous growth signals (synchronous period) was determined 

using the conditions �̅� > 0 and EPS > 0.5. The values of �̅�, 95% confidence interval (CI) for �̅� 

and EPS represent the average values for the chronologies during this time (16 years).  

Species Synchronous 

period 

Average 

�̅� 

95% CI for 

�̅� 

EPS 

Lutjanus argentimaculatus 1975–2004 0.153 0.122–0.182  0.838 

Lutjanus bohar 1970–2007 0.090 0.043–0.137 0.768 

Lethrinus nebulosus 1981–2006 0.112 0.034–0.184 0.690 

Scorpis aequipinnis 1985–2008 0.104 0.074–0.134 0.744 

Achoerodus gouldii 1969–2003 0.021 0.007–0.035 0.540 

Polyprion oxygeneios 1988–2003 0.030 0.002–0.057 0.553 
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Figure 5.2 Otolith growth chronologies of six marine fishes from Western Australia with 

the respective leading principal component (PC) scores. Chronologies were detrended and 

standardized (mean=0, variance =1). (a) Lutjanus argentimaculatus, Polyprion oxygeneios and 

Achoerodus gouldii chronologies with PC1inv, (b) Scorpis aequipinnis and Lutjanus bohar 

chronologies with PC2inv and (c) Lethrinus nebulosus chronology with PC3. The inverse of PC1 

and PC2 were used because the respective taxa were negatively loaded on both principal 

components.  

5.4.2 Principal components analysis 

The first three principal component (PC) scores accounted for 82% of the total variance 

in the data set. Of these, the first accounted for 41% of the variance, the second for 24% 

and the third, 17%. The remaining principal components were not included in further 

analyses. Growth of three of the species (L. argentimaculatus, A. gouldii and P. 

oxygeneios) had negative loadings on PC1 (Table 5.3) and displayed similarities in 

temporal patterns of growth (Figure 5.2a). Chronologies of two of the remaining species 

(S. aequipinnis and L. nebulosus) also had negative loadings on PC1, whereas L. bohar 
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had a positive loading (Table 5.3). Chronologies for L. bohar and S. aequipinnis had 

negative loadings on PC2 (Table 5.3) and displayed similar temporal patterns in growth 

(Figure 5.2b). Lethrinus nebulosus had the strongest positive loading on PC3 (Table 5.3, 

Figure 5.2c). Inverse values of PC1 (PC1inv) and PC2 (PC2inv) scores were used in 

further analyses. 

Table 5.3 Loadings of the otolith biochronologies of six marine fishes on the first, second 

and third principal component (PC) scores. Fishes were sampled from coastal Western 

Australia and the otolith growth chronologies were from the years 1988 to 2003.  

Species PC1 loading PC2 loading PC3 loading 

Lutjanus argentimaculatus -0.55 -0.09 -0.38 

Lutjanus bohar +0.17 -0.66 -0.32 

Lethrinus nebulosus -0.37 -0.15 +0.74 

Scorpis aequipinnis -0.32 -0.60 -0.08 

Achoerodus gouldii -0.49 -0.01 +0.17 

Polyprion oxygeneios -0.44 +0.43 -0.41 

 

5.4.3 Relationships with environmental variables 

Due to collinearity among the four environmental variables (|r| > 0.5; Table 5.4) and the 

low number of observations (n = 16), only one variable was used in the construction of 

each model. The resulting five models (one for each of the four environmental variables 

and an intercept-only model) were evaluated separately in the model selection process 

for the response variables PC1inv, PC2inv and PC3 (Table 5.5). The model selection 

process involving PC1inv found that the first-ranked model (i.e. lowest AICC) was one 

that related PC1inv with Fremantle sea level (FSL) and was approximately six times 

more likely than the second-ranked model (Table 5.5). The first-ranked model showed a 

positive relationship between PC1inv and FSL, and it explained 48% of the variance in 

PC1inv (Table 5.6).  

The influence of the Leeuwin Current along the coastline of WA, and the relationship 

between the Leeuwin Current and the western Pacific warm pool were evident in the 

spatial correlation maps of PC1inv with ocean heat content from January to March 

(Figure 5.3a; see Figure 5.4a–c for spatial correlation maps of the other months). A 

strong link between the coastal waters off WA and western Pacific waters via the 

Indonesian through-flow was also evident (Figure 5.3a). The spatial correlation map of 

PC1inv and ocean temperatures from January to March (Figure 5.3b; see Figure 5.4d–f 

for spatial correlation maps of the other months) showed that higher temperatures were 

correlated with wider otolith increments for five of the six study species. This result was 
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consistent with the results for ocean heat content, which also showed positive 

correlations with growth when higher amounts of heat were stored in these waters. The 

influence of the Leeuwin Current was further supported by the moderate to high 

correlation coefficients found in four of the six study species (Table 5.7). In particular, 

even though S. aequipinnis did not have high loadings on PC1 (Table 5.3), the dataset 

including the whole synchronous period had strong correlations with FSL (proxy for the 

strength of the Leeuwin Current) as shown in Table 5.7. The influence of the Leeuwin 

Current, itself modulated by ENSO, on five of the six study species (as indicated by the 

PC1 loadings) are shown in Figure 5.5. 

The first-ranked model for PC2inv identified a possible relationship between growth and 

the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO, Table 5.5). It was only approximately twice as 

likely as the second-ranked, intercept-only model (Table 5.5) and was not considered to 

be a substantial improvement as the ΔAICC was less than 2 (Burnham and Anderson 

2004). The relative variable importance of the PDO was 0.56, which was much greater 

than other variables (0.06–0.07). The linear model showed that the negative relationship 

between PC2inv and the PDO was marginally significant (Table 5.6) and explained 20% 

of the variation in PC2inv, which largely reflected the growth chronologies of L. bohar 

and S. aequipinnis (Table 5.3).  

The first-ranked model for PC3 included the Dipole Mode Index (DMI) and was 

approximately six times more likely than the second-ranked model (Table 5.5). The 

linear model showed a positive relationship between PC3 and the DMI, which explained 

30% of the variation in PC3 (Table 5.6) and mainly reflected the growth of L. nebulosus 

(Table 5.3). 

Table 5.4 Pearson’s correlation matrix of the four environmental variables (annual 

means) over the years 1988 to 2003. FSL = Fremantle sea level, MEI = Multivariate El Niño-

Southern Oscillation Index, PDO = Pacific Decadal Oscillation, DMI = Dipole Mode Index.  

Variable MEI PDO DMI 

FSL -0.86 -0.60 -0.21 

MEI – +0.69 +0.29 

PDO +0.69 – -0.05 

DMI +0.29 -0.05 – 
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Table 5.5 List of models in the model selection process. Explanatory variables were annual 

means over the years 1988–2003. Response variables were the first three principal component 

(PC) scores from six marine fishes in Western Australia. ENSO = El Niño-Southern Oscillation, 

ΔAICC = difference in second-order Akaike information criterion.  

Model Explanatory variable ΔAICC  

(PC1inv) 

ΔAICC  

(PC2inv) 

ΔAICC  

(PC3) 

1 Fremantle Sea level 0.00 4.13 6.04 

2 Pacific Decadal Oscillation 6.11 0.00 6.42 

3 Dipole Mode Index 11.53 4.16 0.00 

4 Multivariate ENSO Index 3.64 4.41 6.71 

5 Intercept only 8.47 1.65 3.64 

 

Table 5.6 First-ranked linear models that explain variation in the first three principal 

component (PC) scores from the otolith growth chronologies of six marine fishes in 

Western Australia. Environmental variables are annual averages and standardized growth 

chronologies were from the years 1988 to 2003. FSL = Fremantle sea level, PDO = Pacific 

Decadal Oscillation, DMI = Dipole Mode Index. The inverse of PC1 and PC2 were used 

because the respective taxa were negatively loaded on both PC scores.  

Model equation Adjusted R
2
 F-statistic Model p-value 

PC1 inv ~ FSL 0.48 14.81 0.002 

PC2inv ~ PDO 0.20 4.81 0.05 

PC3 ~ DMI 0.30 7.30 0.02 

 

Table 5.7 Pearson’s correlation test results of the individual chronologies (entire 

synchronous period) with Fremantle sea level. 

Species Correlation coefficient p-value 

Lutjanus argentimaculatus 0.457 0.011 

Lutjanus bohar -0.038 0.823 

Lethrinus nebulosus 0.211 0.301 

Scorpis aequipinnis 0.556 0.005 

Achoerodus gouldii 0.489 0.003 

Polyprion oxygeneios 0.419 0.084 
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Figure 5.3 Significant correlations (p < 0.05) between the inverse of the first principal 

component (PC1inv) and environmental variables averaged between January and March. 

PC1inv was constructed from the standardized growth chronologies of six fishes from Western 

Australia and inverse values were plotted as five of the six species were negatively loaded on 

PC1. (a) PC1inv and ocean heat content (0–750 m depth) and (b) PC1inv and ocean mean 

temperature (0–700 m depth). Warmer colours indicate positive correlations, cooler colours 

indicate negative correlations. All data were from the years 1988 to 2003 and spatial correlation 

maps were obtained and modified from KNMI Climate Explorer. 



 

 

9
4
 

 

Figure 5.4 Significant correlations (p < 0.05) between the inverse of the first principal component (PC1inv) and environmental variables averaged 

quarterly between April and December. PC1inv was constructed from the standardized chronologies of six fishes from Western Australia. Maps show 

correlations between PC1inv and ocean heat content (0–750 m depth) from (a) April to June, (b) July to September, (c) October to December. (d) to (f) show 

correlations between PC1inv and ocean temperature (0–700 m depth) from the same months as (a) to (c). Warmer colours indicate positive correlations, cooler 

colours indicate negative correlations. All data were from the years 1988 to 2003 and spatial correlation maps were obtained and modified from KNMI Climate 

Explorer.  
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Figure 5.5 Schematic diagram showing the influence of the Leeuwin Current (modulated 

by ENSO) on the growth patterns of five species of fishes along the coast of Western 

Australia. 

5.5 Discussion 

The strength of the Leeuwin Current, linked to inter-annual variations of ENSO (Feng 

et al. 2009), was an influential driver of the growth of five of six species of adult fishes 

across more than 3000 km of coastline in the eastern Indian Ocean. These fishes were 

collected from a shelf that encompassed tropical, subtropical, warm temperate and cool 

temperate environments over ~23° of latitude and from both shallow coastal waters and 

deeper continental slopes. Fremantle sea level (a proxy for strength of the Leeuwin 

Current) and composite growth of five of the six study species were positively 

correlated, indicating that in years of high flow (La Niña phases of ENSO), growth rates 

of adult fishes tended to increase, whereas in years of low flow (El Niño phases of 

ENSO), growth declined. Overall, current strength accounted for almost half of the 

variability in the composite growth chronologies that represented five of the six species. 
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This work is the first to provide evidence of a link between the growth patterns of adult 

fishes, flow of a boundary current and ENSO at spatial scales that include multiple 

climate zones, habitat types and depth ranges. Results from the earlier chapters (Chapter 

2 and Chapter 4) have found strong relationships between growth and ENSO indices for 

single species in north-western Australia. However, the results of this chapter show that 

these links can occur for multiple species along both tropical and temperate coasts and 

across the shelf in waters influenced by the Leeuwin Current, an area encompassing a 

third of the entire coastline of the Australian continent. 

There are several possible mechanisms that could account for the positive relationship 

between growth (as measured by the PC1inv index) and the strength of the Leeuwin 

Current. Firstly, an increase in current flow results in a greater input of warmer and 

lower salinity waters from the western Pacific to the WA coast (Meyers et al. 2007). As 

fish are poikilotherms, these warmer waters may increase metabolic rates and aid 

growth (e.g. Rountrey et al. 2014), provided individuals do not exceed thermal limits 

and sufficient food is available to support energy demands. Lower salinities may also be 

beneficial to fish growth because of reduced metabolic costs (Boeuf and Payan 2001). 

Secondly, stronger flows of the Leeuwin Current may create intense mesoscale eddies 

that draw nutrient-rich water from deeper waters into the photic zone, increasing 

primary production (Koslow et al. 2008) that then flows up the food chain to fishes at 

higher trophic levels (Nguyen et al. 2015). Finally, a stronger Leeuwin Current is also 

associated with higher rainfall over north-western Australia due to the influences of La 

Niña over SST, winds and convection north of the continent (Wang et al. 2003). The 

input of terrestrial nutrient via runoff at these times might be an important factor for the 

growth of fish that live in or near large embayments or estuaries such as juvenile L. 

argentimaculatus or L. nebulosus, as previously demonstrated in Chapter 2 and Chapter 

4 respectively. 

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) was identified as a driver of adult growth of L. 

bohar, S. aequipinnis and, to a lesser extent, P. oxygeneios. Although it might seem 

incongruous that the physical oceanography of the northern Pacific could influence 

growth of fishes in the eastern Indian Ocean, this teleconnection is not without 

precedent. The PDO describes a combination of oceanographic processes that span both 

the tropics and the extra-tropics and is strongly linked to the oceanography of the 

tropical western Pacific (Chen and Wallace 2015; Newman et al. 2016a). It is also 

regarded as a reddened response to ENSO where the ENSO signal re-emerges in the 
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subsequent year (Newman et al. 2003; Shakun and Shaman 2009). Hence, correlations 

with the PDO might have occurred via two mechanisms. Firstly, growth variations in 

the three species could be linked to the lagged ENSO signal. Alternatively, the growth 

patterns were responding to low frequency (ie. decadal) variations of SST anomalies in 

the tropical Pacific (Chen and Wallace 2015). In support of the second explanation, 

multi-decadal variations of the PDO in the tropical Pacific have been found to influence 

low frequency variability of the Fremantle sea level, (a proxy for the strength of the 

Leeuwin Current; Feng et al. 2003), a process that is recorded in the growth patterns of 

corals along the WA coast (Zinke et al. 2014). 

The growth of adult L. nebulosus was strongly influenced by the Dipole Mode Index 

(DMI), an indicator of the strength of the Indian Ocean Dipole. This likely reflects the 

correlation between the DMI and rainfall in north-western Australia (Risbey et al. 2009) 

as the majority of individuals of this species were caught in Shark Bay, a large, shallow 

marine embayment that is partially hypersaline (Fletcher and Santoro 2015). In such an 

environment, changes in salinity due to rainfall are highly likely to have major impacts 

on the growth of marine taxa (e.g. Boeuf and Payan 2001) and this result is consistent 

with earlier work on this species, which also tied growth patterns to salinities (Chapter 

4). 

The importance of ENSO and the Leeuwin Current for the settlement and recruitment of 

marine invertebrates and fishes along parts of the coastline of WA is well-recognised 

(Caputi et al. 1996). The strength of the current also influences the presence and 

persistence of corals and their symbionts at high latitudes (Collins et al. 1993; 

Silverstein et al. 2011) and the abundance of very large planktivores, such as whale 

sharks (Sleeman et al. 2010). My study shows that the growth of adult fishes is also 

driven by these large-scale atmospheric and oceanographic phenomena, irrespective of 

the thermal range of a species (tropical or temperate), the depth of habitat or trophic role 

it occupies. This result has important implications for the potential scale and ubiquity of 

climate change impacts along the WA coast. Climate forecasts suggest that El Niño and 

La Niña events are likely to become more frequent and intense (Cai et al. 2014; Cai et 

al. 2015). Strong El Niño events slow the flow of the Leeuwin Current (Feng et al. 

2009) and my study shows that such conditions may lead to concurrent declines in the 

growth of many fishes along the entire coastline of WA. This has the potential to alter 

key life history traits (e.g. size at age; Rountrey et al. 2014) with subsequent impacts on 

population demography.  Although moderate La Niña conditions are likely to positively 
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affect growth rates, as demonstrated by my study, extreme events can produce 

anomalous water temperatures that may surpass the thermal limits of fishes. For 

example, the marine heat wave that occurred in the summer of 2011 on the coastline of 

WA was driven by an unusually strong Leeuwin Current, itself a result of a strong La 

Niña event (Feng et al. 2013) and caused major fish kills along the coast (Wernberg et 

al. 2013), reductions in abundances of commercially important invertebrates such as the 

abalone Haliotis roei and scallops Amusium balloti (Caputi et al. 2016) and coral 

bleaching (Depczynski et al. 2013). Thus, extreme phases of both El Niño and La Niña 

are likely to negatively impact fish populations in a synoptic manner along the entire 

coastline of WA, irrespective of distribution ranges, thermal limits, depth ranges and 

trophic levels. 

These recent marine heat waves highlight the way in which the ENSO signal can 

introduce extreme variability in physical environments inhabited by marine fishes. 

Ultimately, these events may complicate the ability of fishes to adapt to climate change 

due to rapid and frequent shifts in physical conditions beyond the upper physiological 

limits for growth. Under such conditions management strategies may need to account 

for the likely lowered resilience of exploited populations. 
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Chapter 6 General discussion 

The aim of my thesis was to determine how climate change influences the growth of 

tropical fishes using biochronologies derived from otoliths and validated using 

crossdating techniques. Tropical fishes represent a key gap in climate change research, 

where the focus has typically been on commercially important species that support 

temperate fisheries in the Northern Hemisphere. Tropical otoliths have also been under-

utilized due to the misconception that otoliths in tropical fish did not form reliable 

annual bands. The use of validated otolith biochronologies to determine climate-growth 

relationships is a relatively new field and, within the Southern Hemisphere, has only 

been applied to temperate fishes. In this thesis, I widened the application of the 

approach by showing its usefulness for growth analysis of two different life history 

stages and populations of tropical lutjanids in the Southern Hemisphere. I then extended 

this approach, along with different analytical methods, to other fishes, marine benthic 

invertebrates (corals) and terrestrial species (trees) at increasing spatial scales in order to 

assess the influence of climate change on multiple taxa across Australia.  

I found that biochronologies of fish with ontogenetic shifts in habitat (Chapter 2) and 

those of adult populations of the same species residing in separate ocean basins 

(Chapter 3) differed in their response to key climate variables. However, for species 

across the marine and terrestrial ecosystems within the same geographic region (Chapter 

4) and for five species of adult fishes along the coastline of Western Australia in the 

eastern Indian Ocean (Chapter 5), there was evidence of climate-driven synchrony in 

biochronologies of growth. This evidence for multi-level effects of climate change 

across life history stages, populations, multiple taxa and ecosystems (Figure 6.1) were 

extracted through the use of biochronologies that were validated through crossdating, 

resulting in precisely dated, high-resolution data sets. The exploration of these climate-

growth relationships across a wide range of taxa enables more accurate predictions of 

the impacts of climate changes on economically important and vulnerable tropical 

species and help in the development of management strategies to improve resilience and 

maintain sustainability of these populations in the face of our rapidly changing climate. 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram showing the multi-level effects of climate change found in 

the four data chapters. ENSO = El Niño-Southern Oscillation. The different colours (green 

and red) for climatic and oceanographic factors in Chapter 3 represent different sets of factors. 

6.1 Addressing the tropical knowledge gap 

My thesis sets out to address knowledge gaps on the likely effects of climate change on 

tropical fishes, and shows that validated otolith biochronologies are capable of 

capturing such links. The forecast for coral reef ecosystems in the tropics is not an 

optimistic one, with studies predicting that about 35% of global coral reefs will be in 

critical decline and close to extinction within the next two to three decades (Carpenter et 

al. 2008; Wilkinson 2008; Hoegh-Guldberg 2011). Such declines are of concern for 

human populations living along tropical coastlines, because of their reliance on fish 

extracted from these reef systems as a major source of animal protein (Pauly et al. 

2002). Compounding this problem is the fact that the majority of these populations are 

in developing countries where human population growth is doubling at a faster rate than 

the global mean and more than 20% live in poverty (Montgomery 2011). Thus, for the 

hundreds of millions of people dependent on coral reef ecosystems for food and 

livelihoods (Hoegh-Guldberg 2011), knowledge of the impacts of climate change and 

other anthropogenic disturbances on tropical reef-associated fish is crucial for 

management strategies that seek to ensure conservation and sustainability. 
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6.2 The varying effects of climate change 

The results of my thesis show that the effects of climate change differ at an intra-

specific level (Figure 6.1) both with respect to different life history stages and among 

populations within the geographical range of a species. However, when assessing cross-

taxa climate signals in adults, there were similarities in the growth responses of multiple 

species to the same climate signals, at both ecosystem and continental scales (Figure 

6.1). These similarities likely reflect the strong atmospheric and oceanographic links 

between the marine and terrestrial ecosystems, and the influence of the major boundary 

current along the continental shelf in the study regions. 

6.2.1 Differing impacts at an intra-specific level 

Most marine fishes in the tropics have a complex life history with ontogenetic changes 

in habitat (Thresher 1984; Leis and McCormick 2002). Such ontogenetic variation adds 

to the difficulty of predicting the effects of climate change on a single species. My 

thesis demonstrated that there were contrasting drivers of growth in the juvenile and 

adult stages of a tropical lutjanid (Chapter 2) that displays an ontogenetic shift in habitat 

between juvenile and adult life history stages. This result indicates that observations or 

predictions about the effects of climate change that apply to one ontogenetic stage 

cannot be assumed to apply across the entire life history of a species and contributes to 

the existing body of research on life-history specific responses to climate change. For 

instance, an increasing number of studies consider the effects of climate change on 

larval biology and performance (see Munday et al. 2009a for review). These studies 

have shown that warming temperatures and ocean acidification affect growth and 

behaviour of fish larvae (e.g. McCormick and Molony 1995; Green and Fisher 2004; 

Dixson et al. 2010). Adult-focused studies have demonstrated that elevated 

temperatures and acidification reduces aerobic performance of some coral reef fishes 

(Munday et al. 2008a; Munday et al. 2009b). However, fewer studies have attempted to 

simultaneously explore the effects of climate change on multiple life history stages of a 

tropical fish. One exception is the study by Munday et al. (2008a), which examined the 

effects of elevated temperatures on the growth of both the juvenile and adult stages of 

Acanthochromis polyacanthus. The contrast between the drivers of growth of juveniles 

and adults described in Chapter 2 confirms the need to investigate climate-driven 

responses across all life history stages of tropical fishes (Harley et al. 2006; Rijnsdorp et 

al. 2009). When clear, multi-level climate implications can be elucidated across the 

major life history stages of a model species, these predictions can potentially be applied 
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to other species of fish that display similar patterns of larval dispersal and use of 

juvenile and adult habitats. 

In addition to the different environmental drivers across ontogenetic stages of a tropical 

fish, I show in Chapter 3 that there are differences in drivers of growth across the adults 

of two populations in different ocean basins. This result implies that there is a need for 

caution when making generalizations of species responses across geographically 

separated populations. In the last decade, numerous studies have made predictions 

regarding the changes in the distributions of fishes due to climate change (e.g. Perry et 

al. 2005; Nye et al. 2009; Cheung et al. 2012a; Poloczanska et al. 2013; Brown et al. 

2016). However, these predictive studies can involve observations collected from 

particular localities that may not be representative of the entire species range 

(Poloczanska et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2016). Moreover, research focusing on inter-

oceanic comparisons of tropical fish has tended to examine demographic characteristics 

of different populations across a species range, but with contrasting results (Trip et al. 

2008; Wakefield et al. 2015). For example, growth rates and adult sizes of the 

surgeonfish Ctenochaetus striatus did not differ between populations in the Indian and 

Pacific ocean (Trip et al. 2008) whereas growth, longevity and mortality of the eightbar 

grouper Hyporthodus octofasciatus varied between the two ocean basins (Wakefield et 

al. 2015). Clearly, there is a need for studies that include observations across ocean 

basins, in order to improve predictions of the responses of tropical fishes to climate 

change. 

6.2.2 Synchronous climate impacts across ecosystems 

Studies of the impacts of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon across 

ecosystems are rare (but see Black 2009; Braganza et al. 2009) despite ENSO being 

recognised as the most influential climate event on the planet, with the inter-annual 

fluctuations expressed across marine and terrestrial ecosystems world-wide (McPhaden 

et al. 2006). The two studies by Black (2009) and Braganza et al. (2009) demonstrated 

synchronous responses to the ENSO signal across diverse taxa (fish, trees, bivalves) in 

the Pacific Ocean. Even though the impacts of ENSO on physical oceanography and the 

atmosphere have been recorded world-wide, such studies have not been replicated in 

regions beyond the Pacific Ocean. This is particularly important for tropical regions at 

the margins between the Pacific and the Indian oceans, since these encompass areas 

with the highest diversity of fishes (Roberts et al. 2002), yet are the most vulnerable and 
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under-studied areas in terms of the likely impacts of climate change (Munday et al. 

2008b; Rosenzweig et al. 2008; Richardson et al. 2012). 

Chapter 4 described synchronous patterns in growth across diverse taxa from both 

marine and terrestrial ecosystems in the eastern Indian Ocean, demonstrating the far-

reaching and consistent influence of the ENSO signal and the strong links between the 

eastern Indian and Pacific oceans. This finding reinforces the potential significance of 

strong ENSO events in the tropical Indo-Pacific and highlights the need for expansion 

of this work across the region. ENSO events are forecast to increase in strength and 

frequency with climate change (Cai et al. 2014; Cai et al. 2015) and these major pulse 

events are likely to drive extreme oceanographic conditions, with significant impacts 

across multiple taxa. One recent example is the global coral bleaching event caused by 

strong El Niño conditions (Eakin et al. 2016). The extreme temperature fluctuations that 

resulted in the bleaching phenomenon would also have impacted other marine 

organisms, even though the consequences of this event are still unknown. To date, most 

climate change research in tropical ecosystems has focused on the effects of gradual 

increases in land and sea temperatures and/or ocean acidification (Munday et al. 2008b; 

Rummer and Munday 2016). However, in addition to gradual processes of climate 

change, the consequences of strong ENSO events need to be addressed because, as my 

thesis shows, the phenomenon has a pervasive influence on demographic traits of 

diverse taxa spread across multiple ecosystems. 

6.2.3 Climate impacts on a continental scale 

Most studies that have examined demographic or life history characteristics of tropical 

fishes have shown differences across latitudes (typically, because of changes in water 

temperature), whether at regional spatial scales within, for instance, the Great Barrier 

Reef in eastern Australia (Newman and Williams 1996; Gust et al. 2002; Williams et al. 

2003), within ocean basins (Robertson et al. 2005; Williams et al. 2012), or across 

ocean basins (Trip et al. 2008). The majority of these studies focus on single species and 

have reported that regional (10s to 100s of km) differences in temperature, habitat and 

other factors influence abundance and demographic characteristics (such as longevity, 

size and growth rates) of different populations. However, the results of Chapter 5 show 

that changes in the inter-annual strength of the ENSO signal, which drives the flow of 

the major boundary current in Western Australia, simultaneously affected adult 

populations of fishes over 23° of latitude across thermal limits, depths, demography and 

trophic levels. The extensive influence of the Leeuwin Current on fishes occupying such 
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a wide range of habitats and niches has implications for other marine systems. Climate-

driven synchrony in growth across diverse taxa has already been recorded in the region 

influenced by the California Current, another strong boundary current, enabling 

construction of a multi-proxy, 576-year history of the winter upwelling index (Black et 

al. 2014). This result strengthens the possibility that populations of fishes (and other 

marine taxa) that reside in habitats strongly influenced by other boundary currents such 

as the Benguela, Humboldt, Agulhas and Kuroshio currents may also show synchronous 

responses to climate signals that affect key oceanographic drivers. Given that fisheries 

within these current systems are major contributors to the global food production (e.g. 

Fréon et al. 2009; García-Reyes et al. 2015), this has important implications for food 

security world-wide. 

6.3 Implications of varying climate impacts 

The multi-faceted impacts of climate change on different life history stages and 

populations across the range of a species indicate that a nuanced understanding of 

impacts is required. Studies should include various life history stages and for species 

that have ranges extending across different ocean basins or seas, region-specific studies 

need to be established. Once baseline data for a species have been collected (Chapter 2 

and Chapter 3), extension of the implications can be made to other similar taxa within 

the same ecosystem if strong atmospheric and oceanographic links exist under the major 

influence of a climate phenomenon such as the ENSO (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). 

Alternatively, it may be possible to use existing datasets to infer responses of multiple 

taxa along the same continental shelf where a strong boundary current is present. Such 

inferences will be valuable for data-deficient and/or threatened species, and for under-

studied species in the tropical regions with limited resources and research funding. One 

such region of particular interest is the tropical Indo-Pacific where the dominant current, 

the Indonesian through-flow, is strongly linked to the ENSO system (Meyers 1996; 

Wijffels and Meyers 2004). Annual fluctuations of ENSO, which affect the strength of 

the Indonesian through-flow, might create similar climate-driven responses of multiple 

taxa. Demonstration of synchrony across diverse taxa will also allow for the prediction 

of how large-scale climate changes such as ENSO could affect the many species that are 

currently data-deficient. Synchronous effects of climate change will be of great value in 

addressing the knowledge gaps in these vulnerable coral reef ecosystems. 
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6.4 Embracing new statistical methods 

A number of emerging analytical techniques have the potential to enhance the use of 

otolith biochronologies in climate change studies. The majority of the studies on 

validated otolith biochronologies use a dimensionless growth index after detrending for 

age-related effects and average across individuals to construct an overall biochronology. 

However, this approach reduces sample sizes and does not take individual variation into 

account. Mixed effects models such as generalized additive mixed effects models can 

analyse multiple intrinsic (e.g. age) and extrinsic (e.g. climate) drivers of growth 

simultaneously and account for temporal and spatial autocorrelation (e.g. Weisberg et 

al. 2010; Rountrey et al. 2014; Morrongiello and Thresher 2015). In particular, the 

paper by Morrongiello and Thresher (2015) is very useful because it provides a detailed 

appraisal of the use of mixed effects models in the analysis of otolith biochronologies. 

The paper shows researchers how to develop model frameworks and is able to develop 

nested spatially and temporally explicit models that allow for quantitative comparisons 

of within- and among-individual growth rates. Another promising option is Wavelet 

analysis, which is a time series analysis that overcomes the problem of non-stationarity 

in time series data (Cazelles et al. 2008). Wavelet analysis can track changes in 

frequency over time, a shortcoming of standard Fourier analysis (Cazelles et al. 2008). 

Wavelet analysis has been used to detect the synergistic effects of fishing and climate 

on abundance of the European hake Merluccius merluccius in the Mediterranean Sea 

(Hidalgo et al. 2011), and might prove useful for studies using validated otolith 

biochronologies to investigate climate-growth relationships. 

Missing values are a common problem when dealing with long time-series of data. The 

use of dynamic factor analysis, a dimension reduction technique similar to principal 

component analysis, offers one means of addressing this issue (Zuur et al. 2003). The 

main advantage of this technique is that it can handle missing values, hence 

multivariate, historical time-series data can be analysed without the need to truncate 

data (as is required in principal components analysis). The dynamic factor analysis 

method was used successfully to estimate common trends in the time series of squid 

Loligo forbesi abundance in Scottish (UK) waters and to relate these trends to climate 

variables (Zuur and Pierce 2004). Likewise, the potential of this method to tease out 

common trends from otolith biochronologies should be explored. 
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6.5 Future directions 

Building on the results of this thesis, knowledge of how climate change affects life 

history stages of multiple populations of ‘model’ tropical species will prove to be 

critical to reduce uncertainty in the forecasting of climate impacts (Munday et al. 

2009a). This is achievable through collaborative work and the synthesis of datasets that 

examine the different life history stages of the same species. Large historical archives of 

fish otoliths (Campana and Thorrold 2001) are also available worldwide and offer a 

resource to identify climate-driven synchronies across multiple populations and species 

and this may be particularly applicable in ecosystems that are driven by major current 

flows. Demonstrably, fish records can also be supplemented with relevant coral, tree or 

mollusc records to build up a comprehensive, multi-species analysis across ecosystems, 

a need previously highlighted by Doney et al. (2012). The existence of such 

representative cross-taxa synchronies allow for the extension of predicted responses to 

other, data-limited species, an important generalisation given the high diversity of 

tropical fishes, coupled with the lack of time, funding and data for research. That my 

study species show spatial variability in responses across populations suggests a strong 

need to also extend analyses regionally. This is a clear gap given that a review of the 

number of publications on coral reef fishes from 1999–2009 showed that the 

overwhelming majority of studies were completed in Australia and fewer in the 

developing countries that contain coral reefs (Table 1, Montgomery 2011). This is 

despite the fact that the ‘Coral Triangle’ of Southeast Asia is the centre of biodiversity, 

with the highest species richness for all tropical reef taxa (Roberts et al. 2002). 

Relatively little research has been done in this area because of the lack of well-equipped 

and well-funded research facilities (Montgomery 2011). Thus, the development of 

techniques used in this study holds promise for extending the analyses to these regions. 

Clearly, this knowledge gap also has to be addressed given the importance of tropical 

fisheries for the livelihoods of more than 20 million people who live in Southeast Asia 

(Cesar et al. 1997; Sadovy 2005). 

There is also a need to extend the approaches developed in this thesis to deep-water 

species that can be affected by climate change (Nguyen et al. 2015) and are increasingly 

important to food security as shallow-water populations are depleted. In particular, 

tropical deep-water fishes include three groups that are highly valued by fisheries; 

lutjanids (snappers), epinephelids (groupers) and lethrinids (emperors; Newman et al. 

2016b). These taxa occur at depths of between 100–500 m and have high commercial, 
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subsistence and artisanal values throughout the Indo-Pacific region (Dalzell et al. 1996; 

Wakefield et al. 2015; Newman et al. 2016b). Vulnerability of these deep-water fishes is 

expected to be high because of their longevity, slow growth and low natural mortality 

rates (Koslow et al. 2000; Newman and Dunk 2003; Fry et al. 2006; Andrews et al. 

2012; Wakefield et al. 2015). However, the limited biological data that exists for these 

species (Wakefield et al. 2015; Newman et al. 2016b) coupled with evidence of 

depletion of some populations (Koslow et al. 2000; Perez et al. 2009) indicates that 

there is an urgent need for biological data on fisheries and climate-induced impacts in 

order to implement sustainable management strategies (Morato et al. 2006; Williams et 

al. 2013; Newman et al. 2016b). The biochronology approach used in this thesis has the 

potential to reveal their response to climate-driven variability in addition to fundamental 

demographic information for these long-lived species such as age validation (Black et 

al. 2005). 

Another critical research direction is to develop a better understanding of the 

relationship between growth, as manifest in the otolith biochronologies, and fisheries 

productivity. First, the relationship between records of growth in otoliths and somatic 

growth as individual fish age needs elucidation. Although otolith growth is used as a 

proxy for somatic growth in this study and elsewhere (e.g. Rowell et al. 2008; 

Neuheimer et al. 2011; Stocks et al. 2011; Black et al. 2013), it is important to note that 

for sexually mature fishes, energy is allocated to reproduction rather than to increasing 

size (Calow 1979; Ware 1982; McBride et al. 2015). Hence, changes in otolith growth 

of older fishes might translate to changes in body condition or weight rather than 

changes to somatic growth. The body condition of sexually mature adults is important 

because life history stages are inter-dependent, with female condition affecting egg 

quality (Gagliano and McCormick 2007) and size (Donelson et al. 2008), which can 

translate to larval quality (McCormick 2003). As larval quality subsequently influences 

larval survival (Gagliano et al. 2007) and recruitment (Bergenius et al. 2002; Venturelli 

et al. 2009), this will influence juvenile survival (Vigliola and Meekan 2009) and 

ultimately, adult abundance. 

Second, it will be important to determine how climate-driven effects on growth impact 

fisheries productivity. It can be difficult to disentangle both types of impacts (Nye et al. 

2009), and it may thus be valuable to consider the combined effects of climate and 

fishing on ecosystems rather than responses to these factors individually (Doney et al. 

2012). For instance, a recent study by Quetglas et al. (2013) found a synchronous 
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response in population fluctuation of six exploited species in the Mediterranean brought 

about by the interaction between fishing impact and climate variability. There is also 

growing evidence that over-exploited species vary more strongly with climate than 

unexploited species because fisheries-impacted recruitment is more variable (Hsieh et 

al. 2006; Anderson et al. 2008). Indeed, this suggests that exploitation can reduce the 

resilience and increase the sensitivity of populations to climate change (Brander 2007; 

Botsford et al. 2011). Conversely, climate variations can reduce the productivity of 

fisheries because of negative influences on growth, survival or reproductive output of 

these populations (Brander 2007). Hence, these synergistic effects play an important 

role in structuring populations, communities and ecosystems. 

6.6 Conclusion 

This thesis has demonstrated that the construction and analysis of biochronologies of 

growth from the otoliths of fishes offer a means to examine and identify the key climate 

drivers of growth patterns both at inter-annual and decadal time scales, and at spatial 

scales from individuals reefs to regions encompassing both tropical and temperate 

environments (~ 23° of latitude) on continental and ocean-basin scales. Such 

applications of the methods and analyses using crossdated otolith biochronologies are 

relatively new in tropical fisheries and the scope for expansion is exciting. Data-poor 

regions of tropical fisheries, predominantly along the coastlines of developing countries 

where inhabitants are heavily reliant on such fisheries for food and livelihoods, 

represent a major challenge for sustainable management, particularly given issues such 

as rapid climate change, over-exploitation and the growth of human populations in the 

tropics. Given the value and vulnerability of tropical fisheries, it is imperative that we 

further our understanding of the impacts of climate change in order to conserve and 

sustain such ecosystems. 
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